Workshop Scope:
The aim of the workshop is to discuss various cutting edge MultiDisciplinary and Multi-Objective Design Optimisation techniques based
on high-fidelity methods. At the workshop, the bottlenecks of the usage of
MDO and the required research fields will be discussed to facilitate
technology development in aerospace design problems among the
participants from universities, research institutes and industries.

Workshop Topics:




23rd february 2011
Workshop on

Multi-Disciplinary /
Multi-Objective Optimisation

Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimisation
Multi-Objective Design Optimisation
Data Mining

Venue:
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR)
Hermann-Blenk-Saal
Building 106, Ground Floor
Lilienthalplatz 7
38108 Braunschweig
http://www.dlr.de/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-360/464_read-658/

Organization committee:
Daisuke Sasaki (Tohoku University)
Joël Brezillon (DLR)
Lilienthalplatz 7
38108 Braunschweig
Germany

The workshop is free of charge but a registration is
mandatory:
Claudia Grant
Phone: +49 531 295 2411
E-Mail :Claudia.Grant@dlr.de

23rd February 2011 – DLR Braunschweig
Workshop on Multi-Disciplinary / Multi-Objective Optimisation
Agenda
Session I - Industry - Chairman: Joel Brezillon

Session III - Research centre - Chairman: Keita Hatanaka

09:10 Airbus (France)
Anne Gazaix
Multi-disciplinary optimisation in aircraft design processes

13:30 DLR (Germany)
Joël Brezillon, Arno Ronzheimer, Danil Haar
Development & application of multi-disciplinary design capabilities
based on high-fidelity methods

09:40 Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation (Japan)
Keita Hatanaka
A fully automated CAD-based framework for MDO
10:10 Honda Research Institute (Germany)
Dr. Markus Olhofer, Bernhard Sendhoff
From robust design to evolvable systems engineering

14:00 ONERA (France)
Gerald Carrier
Recent and ongoing aerodynamic and multi-disciplinary optimisation
activities at ONERA
14:30 NLR (The Netherlands)
Jos Vankan, Robert Maas, Martin Laban
Optimisation at NLR: MDO, MOO, MLO

Session II - University - Chairwoman: Anne Gazaix
Session IV - Research centre - Chairman: Daisuke Sasaki
11:00 Tohoku University - Institute of Fluid Science (Japan)
Prof. Shigeru Obayashi, Dr. Koji Shimoyama
Data mining for performance map construction in multi-objective
turbomachinery design

15:20 CIRA (Italy)
Dr. Domenico Quagliarella, Emiliano Iuliano
Wing design using multi-objective evolutionary optimisation

11:30 University of Trier (Germany)
Prof. Volker Schulz, Roland Stoffel
Aspects of aeroelastic shape optimisation under uncertainties

15:50 INRIA (France)
Dr. Jean-Antoine Desideri
Split of territory for two-discipline optimisation

12:00 Tohoku University - Department of Aerospace Engineering (Japan)
Dr. Daisuke Sasaki, Prof. Kazuhiro Nakahashi
Aerodynamic optimisation of an over-the-wing-nacelle-mount
configuration

16:20 QinetiQ (United Kingdom)
Steve Dean
Multidisciplinary design optimisation and application at QinetiQ

Multi-Disciplinary Optimisation in
Aircraft Design Processes 1
Anne Gazaix
Research & Technology - Flight Physics
Airbus
316 Route de Bayonne, F-31300 Toulouse, France
Anne.Gazaix@airbus.com
Pascal Gendre
Methods & Tools - Simulation Projects
Airbus
Pascal.Gendre@airbus.com
The ACARE 2020 vision for commercial transport aircraft targets a 50% reduction per
passenger kilometre in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions, with a 20-25% reduction to be
achieved through airframe improvements. This step change in performance is dependent on
the successful integration of Multi-Disciplinary Design Capabilities (MDDC) at the
preliminary design stage.
Conceptual design capabilities are now extensively developed and routinely used at Future
Project level. The challenge today is to transition smoothly from conceptual to preliminary design
whilst maintaining a true Multi-Disciplinary (MD) approach. The design space must be
progressively constrained, whilst at the same time increasing the level of modeling fidelity and
keeping as many design options open for as long as possible. Failing to account for all relevant
design constraints may result in wasteful investigations into infeasible parts of the design space or
design modifications which do not improve the overall aircraft performance.
A MD approach is required to increase the robustness of the preliminary design data and to realize
the overall aircraft performance objectives within the required timescales. A pre-requisite for such
approach is the existence of efficient and fully integrated processes. The introduction of true
Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (MDO) is a key component of the MDDC development strategy.
MDO enables a complete exploration of the design space and supports trade-off studies between
several conflicting design objectives. These trade-off studies being performed in the preliminary
design phase while there remains much design freedom, they can yield significant weight savings
and performance gains. Enabling such a concurrent engineering process, MDO should be an
efficient decision support tool for the designer.
The presentation will review the key challenges of a physics-based MDO capability and will
present recent – and still under progress in dedicated research programs - activities aiming at
developing MD approaches. The first ones are dedicated to build MD integrated processes
enabling the trade-off and analysis required to select a best aircraft concept. The second ones
develop medium-high level fidelity MDO methodologies aiming at optimizing an aircraft mission
performance problem.
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Motivation for Multi-Disciplinary Design Capabilities (MDDC) 1/6
• The ACARE 2020 vision for commercial transport aircraft targets a 50% reduction in fuel

consumption and CO2 emissions, with a 20-25% reduction to be achieved through airframe
improvements.
 Very challenging requirements on price, cost of operation, and reductions in
environmental impact.

• New generations of

Protect Incremental Product Improvement &…
Prepare for Step Changes in Technology and
Innovation

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Disruptive

rather
than traditional
incremental
advances in design
and manufacture

Product Performance / Capability

aircraft are needed!

Game Changer

Future Aircraft

Time
MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Motivation for Multi-Disciplinary Design Capabilities (MDDC) 2/6
Configuration Tailored to Maximise Benefits of Technologies

¾It is essential that barriers between the differing design functions are removed and capabilities
and new enabling technologies are deployed across disciplines in a truly holistic manner.

Multi-Disciplinary Design Systems & Analysis
Capability is Required to Integrate
Technologies and Evaluate Benefits

Range of Design Freedom`

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Technologies

Game Changers!

Time
MDO
MDOWorkshop,
Workshop,Braunschweig,
Braunschweig,23
23February
February2011
2011

Resulting Designs are
Tailored to Maximise
Benefit of Integrated
Technologies
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Motivation for Multi-Disciplinary Design Capabilities (MDDC) 3/6
Multidisciplinary complexity

• As shown below by the Breguet range equation, technology advances

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

are needed to lower specific fuel consumption (TSFC), increase lift to
drag ratio (L/D) and lower empty weight (W0).

Weight reduction technologies:
• Structures & Materials
•Architecture and sizing
• Loads control and limitations
•Aero, flight mechanics
•Flight control systems (MAF, LAF)

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Motivation for Multi-Disciplinary Design Capabilities (MDDC) 4/6
Multidisciplinary complexity

• As shown below by the Breguet range equation, technology advances
are needed to lower specific fuel consumption (TSFC), increase lift to
drag ratio (L/D) and lower empty weight (W0).

Drag reduction technologies:
• Aerodynamic design L/D
•Center of Pressure ÎLoads ÎWeight
• Surface material & quality

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011

Distribution

• Manufacturing tolerances & Maintenance
Lift

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Wave Drag Region

Load Control

Load Control
Span
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Motivation for Multi-Disciplinary Design Capabilities (MDDC) 5/6
Multidisciplinary complexity

• As shown below by the Breguet range equation, technology advances

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

are needed to lower specific fuel consumption (TSFC), increase lift to
drag ratio (L/D) and lower empty weight (W0).

Improve engine technologies:
•Engine architecture, materials (higher temperature),
•Reduce TSFC Î Higher by-pass ratioÎIntegration issues
(Configuration):
• Engine distance to ground
• Wing height, Landing Gear configuration Î Weight
•Aero integration & Impact on slat configuration

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Motivation for Multi-Disciplinary Design Capabilities (MDDC) 6/6
Multidisciplinary complexity

• As shown below by the Breguet range equation, technology advances are needed to

lower specific fuel consumption (TSFC), increase lift to drag ratio (L/D) and lower empty
weight (W0).

• However, the ultimate challenge is to successfully integrate the right technologies into

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

an optimal configuration that balances conflicting design objectives and meets the
myriad of design constraints present in real world design problems (i.e. operations,
manufacturing, aircraft supportability,…)
Performance

Cost

Manufacturing

Operations

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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MDDC vision

1/3
Down select too early
based on few options

(Planform)
(Structural Layout)

Have to “make the design
work” with few options

(Systems Layout)

AS-WAS
DESIGN

MAKE DESIGN WORK

Configuration

Concept freeze

Performance

freeze

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

DATA GENERATION

Design overlaps Data
Generation while we try to
make design work

freeze
TO-BE

Options studied to higher level of maturity
giving better basis for down selection.
Options kept open for longer
Design emerges by elimination of the weakest
options (risk vs opportunity)
Solutions not chosen can be fallback options
Data Generation based on robust design.
DESIGN

DATA GENERATION

Configuration

Performance

freeze

freeze
MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011

Concept freeze
Page 11

MDDC vision

2/3

Target window for MDDC application
MDDC to be applied during the preliminary-design phase

Feasibility

Key trade studies
Technology pre-selection

Concept Phase
Configuration
freeze

Validate

Definition Phase

Performance
freeze

Concept freeze

Baseline concept devt &
perfo validation
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Component design

• 70% OF TOTAL PROJECT COSTS ARE COMMITTED IN THE
CONCEPT PHASE

• AS TIME GOES ON, COST TO FIX PROGRAMME MAGNIFIES
Essential to get pre-development phase right
to avoid high costs and delays later in
programme
MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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MDDC vision

3/3

A smooth transition

Flight Physics
TARGET FOR
MD CAPABILITY
DEVELOPMENT

Future

Other CoC’s

Transition smoothly from
conceptual (at Future Project level)
to preliminary design whilst
maintaining a true MultiDisciplinary approach

Project
Configuration

Concept

freeze

freeze

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY (COUPLED)

…becoming more…

INTER-DISCIPLINARY (LESS COUPLED)
DESIGN

…becoming …

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

DATA GENERATION

Degrees of freedom

The objective is
full a/c: very broad
objective function!

 Design

space progressively
constrained
 Increasing level of modelling
fidelity

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011

Reduced objective
function

Configuration

Concept

freeze

freeze

Precision/quality
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Key ideas for MDO

1/3

Fidelity level

Difficulty =
Problem definition

High Fidelity

Organization of complexity

CFD, CSM

Implementation of complexity
Management of amount of data
Computational ressource
Length of time to run the process

Intermediate

…….

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Fidelity

Conceptual
Design
Trade Studies

Limited Optimisation/Iteration

Full MDO

Level of MDO

Trade studies: point design are generated and graded relative to each other
without formal optimisation
 Limited Optimisation/Iteration: disciplinary sub-optimisation
 Full MDO: multi-disciplinary optimisation with critical disciplines involved
MDO Workshop, Braunschweig,
MDO
23Workshop,
February 2011
Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Key ideas for MDO

2/3

High Fidelity Analysis
an enabler for physics-based Optimized Design of Complete Aircraft
Full Flight Simulation
Coupled CFD/CSM simulation to deliver more
comprehensive and consistent full flexible aerodynamic
data for trimmed aircraft

Full Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimization

Full unsteady NavierStokes simulation of flow

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Flexible aircraft
Aeroelastic effects on aircraft design to enable realistic
multipoint performance characteristics
Aero/HQ/Loads/Weight/Stress

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011

Full CFD / CSM
Optimization

Page 16

Key ideas for MDO

3/3

We need higher fidelity with increased understanding of the design
space… and in shorter timescales.

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

¾Use a range of models of varying fidelity and data modelling techniques to
construct surrogate models to populate parts of Response Space, thereby reducing
reliance on expensive high fidelity analysis.
¾ Develop Multi-layer strategies
 Adapt/Develop DoE, ROM, RSM,…
¾Rapid Identification of Critical Cases
 Compute as few points in Response Space as possible
 Ensure most onerous conditions (limiting loads and a/c control) are captured
and represented.

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Current MD approaches in the Airbus design processes

High Fidelity
CFD, CSM

Introduce high fidelity &
simulation
to better capture physics

Intermediate

Explore methodologies,

Fidelity

Develop bricks,
Make it

R&T collaborations

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

integrated, more automatic,
robust,
Conceptual

reduce lead time

Design
Trade Studies

Limited Optimisation/Iteration

Development of
Overall Aircraft MDDC
for Architecture Convergence
MDO
MDO
Workshop,
Workshop,
Braunschweig,
Braunschweig,
23 23
February
February
2011
2011

Bi-disciplinary
Optimisation

Exploration of bi-disciplinary
Optimisation methodologies
at component level
*age 19

Full MDO

Content

¾Motivation for Multi-Disciplinary Design Capabilities (MDDC)
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 Development of Overall Aircraft MDDC for Architecture Convergence
 Exploration of MDO technology
¾Conclusion - Outlook

High Fidelity
CFD, CSM

Intermediate

Explore methodologies,

Fidelity

Develop bricks,

Make it

R&T collaborations

integrated, automatic, robust,
Conceptual

Reduce lead time

Design
Trade Studies
MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011

Limited Optimisation/Iteration
*age 20

Bi-disc O

Development of Overall Aircraft MDDC
for Aircraft Architecture Convergence 1/5
 Develop a robust automatic and parametric integrated Multidisciplinary capability for preliminary design enabling:

Quick Overall Aircraft Design parametric studies
Up to optimisation capability where feasible & sensible

 Demonstrate on Programme Use cases
Select the best High Lift System

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

& the associated Wing planform

Analyze at Wing level the impact of the fidelity of
modeling on the weight & costs assessment.

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Development of Overall Aircraft MDDC f
or Aircraft Architecture Convergence 2/5
Principle of multi layers
highlighted

Requirements

through layers

Aircraft
Concept

Integrated,
Linked & Concurrent
Aero
© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Layer 0

TLARs

Loads

Layer 2

Systems
Cost

Weights
Loads

Layer 1

Layer 3

Structures

Layer 4

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Development of Overall Aircraft MDDC
for Aircraft Architecture Convergence 3/5
Principle of architecture/configuration down-selection
embedded
change
studies

Generate

Down-select

& evaluate

& Integrate

The reality is

ideas

preferred

more complex

change to both
design principles

changes

& parameters

Evolving
© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Baseline

Configuration
freeze

Concept
freeze

Performances
freeze

Development
Phase etc
Technology
& Product
Feasibility
Studies

Aircraft &

Detailed

Major Constituent

Concept Studies &
Integration

Concept Studies

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Development of Overall Aircraft MDDC
for Aircraft Architecture Convergence 4/5
High Lift use case:
Select the best High Lift System & the associated Wing planform

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Objective
• Develop MDDC to enable increased design space exploration
for high lift trades
How to get there
• Develop a parametric capability in all skills for rapid overall aircraft moveables
layout optimisation
• Fidelity of methods&tools must enable important design space search within 1-2 month whilst
ensuring robust trade results
Objective functions & constraints
• Ensure the aircraft moveables layout capability to fulfil HQ, Perfo & Loads alleviation functions
• Ensure that optimised A/C planform layout provides best aircraft weight and cost functions
• Ensure feasibility of layout through space allocation / Kinematics & component clashes
identification

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Development of Overall Aircraft MDDC
for Aircraft Architecture Convergence 5/5
Wing “Rapid load-sizing process”
use case:
Trade study of Wing thickness/chord versus
Direct Operating Cost (DOC)

Use case problem formulation:

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Impact on Direct Operating Cost (DOC) of
parametric variation in wing thickness/chord
Detailed modelling of wing component

Objective

 Extend Layer 2 to physics-based simulation (Layer
3)
Demonstrate the ability to use deep discipline tools
earlier in the life-cycle

DOC

Wing T/C
25
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High Fidelity
CFD, CSM
Explore methodologies,

Intermediate

Develop bricks,

Fidelity
Make it

R&T collaborations

integrated, automatic, robust,
Conceptual

Reduce lead time

Design
Trade Studies
MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011

Limited Optimisation/Iteration

Bi-disc O
26

Exploration of MDO technology

MDO Collaboration project with Research Establishments
Collaboration Project with DLR, ONERA, and EADS/IW
¾Develop MDO technology as enabler for multidisciplinary integrated design
Development of bricks (RMs, sensitivitiy and gradient
computation, …)

WP3 Domain tool
integration in MD
processes

Bi-disciplinary MDA/MDO processes
Multi-physics simulation
and code coupling

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

WP1 Optimisation &
Uncertainty tool
development

ONERA

WP2 Parametric
Data Modelling

Reduced order
modelling
DLR
ONERA
Sensitivity and gradient
computation
ONERA
IW
DLR

Development and
validation of an aeroacoustic optimisation
system
Parametric CFD
meshing approach
based on Chimera grid
technique
ONERA

Uncertainty

Mesh deformation
techniques in CAD based
optimisation context and
for CFD-CSM

ONERA

DLR

IW

Feasibilty study
Proof of concept

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011

Validation (lab.scale)

DLR, ONERA
Development and validation
of a multi-level aérostructural optimisation
capability based on adjoint
method
ONERA
MDA architecture based on
high-fidelity models (CFD,
CSM) for sizing and
performance predictions
DLR
*age 27

Exploration of MDO technology

ARTEMIS Project: development of a multi-level methodology 1/5
Christophe
Blondeau,
Peter Schmollgruber, ONERA
ARTEMIS:
Airbus –
ONERAGérald
DPACCarrier,
Project
Contributors: Ch. Blondeau, G. Carrier, P. Schmollgruber, ONERA

Conceptual design for the
whole mission
Wfuel

Layer 2

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Bi Disciplinary Process
Preliminary MDO design
with HiFi CFD/CSM models
Layer 3

Min MTOW
Z,Xa,Xs

⎛ CL
⎜
⎝ CD

⎞
, OEW ⎟
⎠
cruise

Under constraints:
• FixedRange
• Aero.: wing airfoils compatible with wing thickness
• Struc.: Max (σ ) < σ
Max
load Cases
OEW = Operating Empty Weight

Local sizing of component:
stiffened composite panels
Layer 4
MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011

Increasing level of model complexity

Global Aircraft Process

MTOW

MultiObjective
Optimisation

Page 28

Exploration of MDO technology

ARTEMIS Project: development of a multi-level methodology 2/5
A decomposition approach
Design variables
System-level

Xa

Aerodyn.

Xs

Structures

planform
Z

 Wing

-Thickness law to be defined (3 or 4 parameters)
-Surface (S)
-Wingspan (b)
-Leading Edge Sweep (F)
-Taper Ratio (e)

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

 Wing

position along the fuselage

Airfoil twist (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, law tbd)
 Airfoil shape parameters (FFD or RBF)




Skin thickness



Spar section (various thicknesses)



Stiffener section

For different locations along the span

ARTEMIS: Airbus – ONERA DPAC Project
Contributors: Ch. Blondeau, G. Carrier, P. Schmollgruber, ONERA
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Exploration of MDO technology

ARTEMIS Project: development of a multi-level methodology 3/5
MDA Aero-Structure
 BLISS

Xa, Xs, Z

= Bi Level technique.

Layer 3

Design variable separation in two groups: local
(potentially many) and shared (typically few)
parameters. The algorithm alternates between
disciplinary and global optimisation steps.


The first step is always an elimination of the
interdisciplinary state variables through an MDA
 At the local level X parameters are designed to
improve the contribution of each discipline to the
global performance. This is done through a simple
separation technique wrt local variables.


© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Adjoint Aero-Structure
Gradient / Xa, Xs, Z

CSM
Optim.
/ Xs

CFD
Optim.
/ Xa
Post-Optimal
sensitivities or RSMs
System
Optimisation / Z

Z+ΔZ
X+ΔX

Optimal Xa Æ Max. CL/CD
Optimal Xs Æ Min. weight of wing primary
structure contributing to OEW

Once optimal X obtained (Z fixed), the system
optimisation is performed wrt shared variables, while
preserving the disciplinary optimality.

MDA: coupling between state variables
(Static Flexible Aero-Structural analysis)
Autonomous disciplinary optimisations

ARTEMIS: Airbus – ONERA DPAC Project
Contributors: Ch. Blondeau, G. Carrier, P. Schmollgruber, ONERA
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Exploration of MDO technology

ARTEMIS Project: development of a multi-level methodology 4/5
Aerodynamics optimisation process

(Aerodynamic
shape parameters)

Aerodynamic optimiser

CFD Mesh deformation
(Free-Form, …)

Aero shape

parameterisation
(local parameters)
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r
x1

r
CDi ( x1 )
r
CLi ( x1 )
r
CMi ( x1 )

CFD
Optim.
/ Xa

Aeroelastic
CFD
CFD Postprocessing
Aero
elastic
Adjoint

Gradient postprocessing

ARTEMIS: Airbus – ONERA DPAC Project
Contributors: Ch. Blondeau, G. Carrier, P. Schmollgruber, ONERA

Structures inputs:
Beam model
or flexibility matrix
∂X skin
or ∂Fa

Page 31

Exploration of MDO technology

ARTEMIS Project: development of a multi-level methodology 5/5
Structural sizing process

CSM
Optim.
/ Xs

Two levels of convergence: design parameters and CFD static loads
X Bi-level structural optimisation (multiple mass configurations, DLM
aerodynamics, RSM coupling with the panel level)
Y Critical static load cases identification using transonic CFD

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Y

ARTEMIS: Airbus – ONERA DPAC Project
Contributors: Ch. Blondeau, G. Carrier, P. Schmollgruber, ONERA

X

>
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Conclusion

 An

Overall Aircraft MDDC strategy is currently under development
at Airbus

© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Significant

effort
To build a robust automatic and parametric integrated multidisciplinary capability
To increase design space exploration
To perform robust trade-off studies
Use-cases approach
First achievements


MDO technology is explored
Strong

collaboration with Research Establishments
Multiple layers / variable levels of fidelity / surrogate models, ROMs /
sensitivity, gradient / optimisation algorithms / methodologies ...

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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Outlook
Next challenges
Extend the MDDC trade-off capability to MDO with a use-cases
approach by smart combination of high and low fidelity
 Make robust and efficient optimisation bricks and MDO methodologies
selection
Æ Airbus needs research community's expertise


evidence of MDDC/MDO value against standard process as
enabler:
© AIRBUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH. All rights reserved. Confidential and proprietary document.

Show

To increase level of a/c performance
To improve maturity
To manage increased complexity
 To decrease lead time and costs

MDO Workshop, Braunschweig, 23 February 2011
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A Fully Automated CAD-Based Framework for MDO
Keita Hatanaka
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation

Introducton
A rapid growth of a computational resource
enables all designers to do an optimization in
various fields. Concerning an aeronautical
field, many studies about Multi Disciplinary
Optimization (MDO) and Multi Objective
Optimization (MOO) have been published in the
last decade. However, they are still not fully
matured from a practical standpoint because of
following reasons, a way of reverse
engineering, a treatment of intersections and
geometrical
constraints
that
are
the
fundamental for MDO and MOO. In this study,
a new shape parameterization framework is
proposed to enable the designers to overcome
these three problems. A shape optimization of
DLR-F6 WBNP configuration is conducted as a
demonstration of the proposed tools and it is
found that the proposed tool has capabilities to
transfer the optimized geometry into 3D CAD
software directly, to treat the large change of
the intersections and to apply the geometrical
constraints easily.
1 NURBS formulation
In the 3D CAD software, NURBS1 formulation
has been widely used for a smooth curve/surface
representation, and many CAD software have a
capability to export/import IGES file that
contains all information of NURBS. (e.g. The
coordinate of the control points, the knot vector
and the weight vector). In this study, NURBS
formulation is applied to connect the 3D CAD
software and the optimizer directly.
1.1 Flowchart of the shape deformation
Fig.1 shows the flowchart of the proposed
framework. It consists of three main processes,
[Initialization], [Update], [Evaluation]. In the
first process, the relation between the parametric
space of NURBS surface and the mesh points is
established (Fig.2). In the second process, both
surface and mesh deformation are done. Firstly,
NURBS surface is deformed by FFD2 (Free
Form Deformation) technique (Fig.3), and

intersection curves are calculated and finally the
new mesh points are calculated by using the
relation established in the [Initialization]
process (Fig.4). Finally, in the [Evaluation]
process, the required parameter for the
optimizer, the objective functions, the
constraints and the gradient are evaluated and
then, the optimizer gives us a new design vector
and a deformed NURBS surface.
2 Demonstration
To validate the capability of the proposed tool, a
drag minimization optimization of DLR-F6
WBNP configuration (Fig.5) with geometrical
constraints is conducted at the flow Mach
number is 0.85 and the CL is 0.625.
2.1 With geometrical constraints
Fig.6 shows the optimization history of Adjoint
method and Fig.7 shows the comparison of the
sectional airfoil and the sectional pressure
distribution at both an inboard section and an
outboard section between the baseline and the
minimum drag configuration, which is shown in
a circle in Fig.6. In this optimization, the
thickness of the spars are used as geometrical
constraints, and these thickness are kept during
a shape optimization. Fig.6 shows the resultant
drag reduction is 50 drag counts even though
the sectional airfoil cannot be drastically
changed due to the geometrical constraints.
Optimizer tries to increase the suction at the
leading edge region to increase a lift and to
reduce a drag, and to decrease an acceleration at
the trailing edge region to decrease a drag.
These changes contribute the drag reduction.
3 Conclusion
In this study, a new CAD-based shape
parameterization framework which uses a
NURBS formulation for smooth surface/curve
representation coupled with Adjoint method is
proposed. Through a shape optimization of
DLF-F6 WBNP configuration, it is proved that
the proposed framework has a capability to
1

enable the designer to use an optimum in the 3D
CAD right after a shape optimization, to treat a
complex geometry including the change of an
intersection and to apply geometrical constraints
by the practical way. As a future work, we’ll
work on the implementation of the “trimmed
surface” in this framework.
Reference

Fig.4 Deformed surface mesh

[1] Les, P., and Wayne, T., The NURBS Book, 2nd
ed., Springer-Verlag, Belrin, 1995, Chap. 14.
[2] Ronzheimer, A., Post-Parametrisation of CADGeometries Using Freeform Deformation and Grid
generation Techniques., Notes on Numerical Fluid
Mechanics and multidisciplinary Design, Vol. 87,
2002, pp. 382-389.

Fig.1 Flowchart of the proposed framework

Fig.5 DLR-F6 configuration for a shape
optimization

Fig. 6 Optimization history

Fig.2 The relation between the UV parametric
space and the mesh points

Fig.7 Comparison between the baseline and the
optimized geometry.
Fig.3 Surface deformation using FFD technique
2
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Background & Objectives
Optimization

Previous optimization cycle

Genetic Algorithm
Adjoint
Kriging

3D CAD

Reverse Engineering

CFD
Intersection

Constraints
Optimization

Proposed optimization cycle

CAD kernel
Baseline IGES

3D CAD
Optimized IGES

Genetic Algorithm
Adjoint
Kriging

CFD

Background & Objectives
•Construct an optimization framework so that the optimum can be used right
after the optimization.
•Treat the change of an intersection during an optimization
•Implement the geometrical constraints by more practical way.
Flowchart

Initialization

IGES

3D CAD
Mesh

Establish a relation between the mesh and the
parametric space

IGES

Update
Deform NURBS surface by FFD
Calculate an intersection curve

Optimizer
Evaluate

Redistribute the mesh points on the new

Evaluate a gradient

intersection curve

Evaluate an objective function and constraints

Calculate new UVs on the surface
Calculate new surface/volume mesh points

Establish the relation between UV and XYZ space
Mesh
Mesh
Generator
Generator

3D CAD
IGES file
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Deform a NURBS surface
FFD : Free Form Deformation

Baseline

Deformed

FFD Box node : Qi,j,k

FFD Box node : Ri,j,k

•Firstly, find u,v,w parameter of each surface control point to satisfy with the equation below.

nu 1 nv 1 nw 1


Pobject (u0 , v0 , w0 )     N i ,mu (u0 ) N j ,mv (v0 ) N k ,mw ( w0 )Qi , j ,k
i 0 j 0 k 0

•During an optimization, by using u,v,w parameter, new surface control points will be calculated.
nu 1 nv 1 nw 1


Pnewobject (u0 , v0 , w0 )     N i ,mu (u0 ) N j ,mv (v0 ) N k ,mw ( w0 )Ri , j ,k
i 0 j 0 k 0

Re-calculate the intersection
Subdivide

Intersection

Projection

Reconstruction

4

6

Intersection between two
triangles.
Intersection point will be projected onto
both surfaces
8

V

V

NURBS curves will be constructed
U

U
Fábio G. Teixeiraa and Guillermo J. Creus., “A ROBUST ALGORITHM TO DETERMINE
SURFACE/SURFACE INTERSECTION IN BOTH PARAMETRIC SPACES”

7

Re-distribute the mesh points on the new intersection curve
Boundary nodes

Keep a length ratio, ri = Li/L, during a shape deformation

L : curve length in XYZ space
Li: curve length from start to ith node

Initialization
•Calculate a length ratio of each boundary nodes.
During a shape deformation
•Re-calculate an intersection curve of updated geometries
•Using the length ratio, new mesh points will be projected onto the new intersection curve.
8

Re-distribute the mesh points in UV space
U-V space

Xueqiang L., Ning Q., Hao X., “Fast dynamic grid deformation based on Delaunay graph
mapping”

•New IGES
•New UV

Baseline

Deformed
9

Surface mesh deformation example

Wing-Pylon intersection

Wing-Body intersection

10

Volume mesh deformation

Surface mesh displacement is propagated into the volume mesh

Baseline

Deformed

11

Geometrical Constraints

All the designer has to do is just to create a surface which he does not
want to be violated (e.g. spar or equipment etc…).

Baseline

Constraints : |Current area – Target area| = 0

Fr
on
ts

Thin airfoil
pa
r

Re
ar
sp
ar

Auxiliary
spar

During an optimization, exposed area will be calculated at
each design step, and will be used as constraints.

All spars are exposed outside
12

Demonstration – DLR-F6 WBNP configuration Optimization Condition

Optimization History
0.0000

•Design Variables : 96
•Objective : Drag minimization
•Optimizer : Adjoint

-0.0010

Sequential Quadratic Programming
dCD

•Constraints : Keep the spar thickness
•CFD : TAU Euler code
•CL = 0.625 constant
•Mach = 0.85

-0.0020
-0.0030
-0.0040
-0.0050
-0.0060
0

FFD box nodes

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
Step

Inboard section

Baseline
With constraints(from baseline)

Spar location

Outboard section

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Demonstration – DLR-F6 WBNP configuration -

Baseline

Optimized

CL=0.625 Mach=0.85 Euler

14

Summary & Future plan
•Construct an optimization framework so that the optimum can be used right
after the optimization.
Constructed fully automated CAD-based shape parameterization
framework.
•Treat the change of an intersection during an optimization
Constructed a surface library to calculate an intersection between two
NURBS surfaces.
•Implement the geometrical constraints by more practical way.
Establish a more practical way to apply a geometrical constraints to
the shape optimization.
Future plan
•Extend the capability for N-S calculation.
•Extend the capability so that it can treat the “Trimmed surfaces”.

Thank you for your attention

Thank you for your attention
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From Robust Design to
Evolvable Systems Engineering
Markus Olhofer
Honda Research Institute Europe
Carl-Legien Strasse 30
Offenbach, Germany
Markus.olhofer@honda-ri.de

Abstract
Robustness plays an increasing role in nearly all areas of engineering in which
technical systems are optimized for real world applications. At the same time the
term robustness is often not well defined and especially measures, which allow
the integration of the properties in the optimization process, are not analyzed. In
the first part of the presentation various forms of robustness and measures for
robustness are discussed. In a second part the talk highlights some effects of
robustness on evolutionary optimization methods and on the underlying quality
functions. Theoretical investigations demonstrate that the implications of
robustness with respect to optimal solutions goes far beyond the introduction of
an additional optimization criteria and even can change the topology of the
underlying quality function. In a third part further implications of robustness to
complex system design are discussed and connected to the requirement of robust
solutions and the evolvability of systems.

From Robust Design to
Evolvable Systems Engineering

M. Olhofer
Honda Research Institute Europe GmbH

23.02.2011
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Honda Research Institute Europe

HRI-EU
HRI-JP

HRI-US

Honda Research Institutes - Innovation Through Science
Honda Research Institute Europe
Centre of Excellence for Intelligent Systems
Brain-like Intelligence and Cognitive Systems
Evolutionary Development and Learning
> 40 scientists
engineers

Honda European Graduate Network
 partnership in science projects
 joint supervision
 lecturing at
Universities
 education of students
 Honda alumni

several PhD/MSc
students

23.02.2011
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From Robust Design to
Evolvable Systems Engineering
Robust Engineering Optimization
Evolutionary Robust Optimization
Evolvable Systems Engineering

23.02.2011
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Robustness
robustness

is the capability of systems to maintain
their function under changing conditions

what is changing?
 extrinsic parameter (e.g. environment, predator)
 intrinsic parameter (e.g. system parameter, genes)
what is the function?
 robustness influence the expression of changes in the genotype
 robustness organizes variability - which is important for evolutionary innovation
in biology

e.g. keeping changes local

modularity

facilitate evolutionary innovation

 redundancy can increase robustness and evolutionary innovation
 robust phenotypes are easier to find
 intrinsic robustness is closely related to system evolution
(i.e. mutational robustness)

23.02.2011

G

P

neutrality
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Robust Engineering Optimization
in engineering

robustness is an additional criterion to performance
its importance is increasing but it is second in line

biological evolution is situated design - engineering is offline construction
both increase robustness

 exposed to environmental variability
 environmental influence during development
 sharing responsibilities needs increased robustness

general optimization task with external parameters α
optimize:
subject to:

uncertainties:
• type 1: variations of external parameters α
• type 2: variation of optimization parameters x

examples:
• type 1: temperature, speed of an aircraft
• type 2 & 4: manufacturing imprecision
• type 3: measurement noise

23.02.2011

• type 3: uncertainty in the system quality:
is a random functional

• type 4: feasibility uncertainties
- uncertainties in the constraints g and h

5

Robustness Measures
 deterministic measures

with parameterized
neighborhood

 expectancy measures
statistical momentum measures
with utility function
effective fitness
(k=1)
dispersion measures
for plateaus
variance measures
(k=2 and k=1)

 probabilistic threshold measures
max.
for minimizing f (maximization of f leads to minimizing the probability)
(note: using a parameterized

results in the threshold measure)

probabilistic threshold measures are less common, however, important e.g. for Cauchy distributions
23.02.2011
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Approaches to Robust Optimization
1. Methods which explicitly calculate the robustness measures F(x) and then solve the
resulting „standard“ optimization problem using e.g. non-linear programming
usually requires 1st and 2nd order derivatives and rely on a
Taylor expansion or some other kind of simplification
2. Optimization techniques that directly act on the noisy optimization functions and
constraints
a) Monte-Carlo methods that approximate the statistics (expectancy, etc,)
b) Meta-model approaches that approximate the function
c) Methods that use the

for a noisy optimization approach

type a) relies on the sample size and is likely to be computationally expensive
type b) relies on the approximation quality of the simple model, the data required
usually scales with O(N2) and there are no mathematical results for
evolutionary algorithms have been used for type a, b and c, however due to their
population approach they are particularly well suited for a type c) approach
23.02.2011
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Evolutionary Computation
parents

selection

recombination

genotype-phenotype mapping

mutation

Evolutionary Optimisation Loop

fitness

phenotype
control points

x1

...

xN yN

strategy parameter

1 2

...

K

genotype

Evolutionary Strategy
 mutation by adding normally distributed
random numbers

mutation
recombination
23.02.2011

y1

offspring
9

Robustness and Evolutionary Computation
evolutionary algorithms optimize the first momentum measure (expectancy) in the
direct noisy optimization this results in a residual error proportional to the variance
and the dimension for the sphere function

direct optimization of the noisy function values vs. Monte Carlo approximations
there are a number of empirical studies that suggest that evolutionary
algorithms inherently optimize the „k=1“ expectancy measure
or effective fitness without explicit Monte Carlo approximations
for Evolution Strategies theoretical analysis on a quadratic N-dimensional function
shows that the decrease of the expected steady state fitness error scales with 2
(where  denotes the population size and  the sample size)

for Genetic Algorithms theoretical analysis has not been conclusive because of
infinite population sizes and proportional selection

for Evolution Strategies, robustness can be
linked to mutational robustness
23.02.2011
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Robustness is a Trade-off
 there is often a trade-off between robustness and
performance at one operation point
 robustness leads to a multi-objective optimization
problem where the optimization target is the
Pareto or trade-off curve or surface

original turbine blade
first optimization
robust optimization

 there can also be a trade-off between
different momentum measures
 estimation of the robustness measure
from the information in the population

function of the ratio of
the estimated variances

robustness against:
inlet flow variations

23.02.2011
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Noise-induced Multi-Modality
robustness changes the search space and a non-trivial way - it is not just an add-on
functions with noise-induced multi-modality
 qualitative estimation of the quality function
of the design optimization of a turbine blade

ran
d

om

vari
a

tion

0
4
-10
2
-20
0

-4

pillow function

-2
-2

0

ε = 0.25

2
4

 calculation of the expected value of function f2
degenerate maxima (manifold of optimal robust
design for a generalized function)
ε = 3.0

23.02.2011

bifurcation process in the topology of the quality
landscape with the order parameter ε
12

Noise-induced Multi-Modality
σ self-adaptation versus cumulative self-adaptation in evolution strategies
(30/30I,60)-ES

N=20, a=5, b=0.5, ε=0.5

(30/30I,60)-ES

σ self-adaptation ES

(30/30I,60)-ES

manifold of optimal robust states for
a generalized function f2

N=20, a=5, b=0.5, ε=0.75

xn

simplified function

cumulative self-adaptation
ES
(μ/μI,50)-ES

N=20, a=5, b=0.5, ε=0.5

23.02.2011
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Interoperability and Decomposition
the only constant is change
in complex systems engineering as well
 today‘s engineered system is the starting point of tomorrow‘s concept
and design phase
• engineering is rapidly cyclic
concept design realization operation

• structures are re-used
• platform concepts are devised

temporal variability
 different design phases have different objectives

aesthetic design

functional design

aesthetic design

• ensure intermediate solutions
that are good starting points
functional design

how to anticipate change and how to prepare for the next phase?
23.02.2011
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Interoperability and Decomposition
the only constant is change
in complex systems engineering as well
max. down force

temporal variability
 design specifications
change during the design process
car spec change

car spec change

generation

spatial variability
 collaborative engineering
• different teams (A, B) concentrate on
different parts of a system
• the result of A changes the baseline for B
and vice versa

how to anticipate change and how to prepare for the next phase?
23.02.2011
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Beyond Robustness: Evolvability
a biological system is evolvable if it can acquire novel functions through
genetic change, functions that help the organism survive and reproduce
(A. Wagner. Robustness and Evolvability in Living Systems. 2005)

 the structure of the system is organized in such a way that positive
changes (innovations) are possible
the systems are able to develop and change
 innovations are not just possible but favorable, thus they
are more likely than on average
the systems anticipate change
evolvable systems are never finished they are always only the starting point
 robustness (mutational) organizes changes and fosters innovation
 neutrality allows evolution to use different system configurations as
starting points for exploration - this enables change and innovation

23.02.2011
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Evolvable Systems Engineering
evolvable systems engineering adds evolvability as a criterion to
the systems engineering process in order to solve issues
of spatial and temporal variability
 trade-off relation for robustness and performance
 limited to small or medium changes

Max. Downforce

• robustness against baseline changes

car spec change

• next step: robustness and neutrality

car spec change

generation

 in evolvable systems engineering, a fast additional optimization cycle can enable
the system to move between robust optima – neutrality can make this efficient
 modularity can be a result of robustness and a starting point for evolvable
systems engineering allowing fast local adaptations

23.02.2011
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Summary
 how to measure robustness?
 evolutionary robust optimization with direct noisy quality evaluation is efficient
 robustness criteria can change the qualitative topology of the search space
 evolvable systems engineering targets to incorporate
temporal and spatial variability
 robustness can be a first approach towards evolvable
systems engineering – directly or via neutral spaces

Thanks to

23.02.2011

B. Sendhoff, S. Menzel, L. Gräning,
M. Hasenjäger, Y. Jin,
H.-G. Beyer (University Vorarlberg)
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Data Mining for Performance Map Construction
in Multi-Objective Turbomachinery Design
*Koji Shimoyama and Shigeru Obayashi
Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University
2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai, 980-8577, Japan
{shimoyama, obayashi}@edge.ifs.tohoku.ac.jp
http://www.ifs.tohoku.ac.jp/edge/indexe.html
Key Words: Data Mining, Computational Fluid Dynamics, Performance Map, Centrifugal Diffuser
ABSTRACT
A major issue in recent data analysis is high-dimensionality; the output data from numerical simulations
contain combination sets of various performance and geometry parameter values in a high-dimensional
form. After the simulations, it is necessary for engineers to extract specific relations between performance and geometries from the simulation data. For two-dimensional or three-dimensional data, such
relations can be visualized simply by plotting the data points. However, conventional visualization becomes virtually impossible when the data have more than three dimensions.
Recently, a solution for high-dimensional data analysis, commonly called data mining [1], has attracted
attention in various fields of engineering. Data mining has its origins in the field of information science
(pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, etc.). This can rewrite characteristic features in complex
data into different formats, which are easy to understand (numerals, images, texts, etc.). Therefore, data
mining is expected to be useful to acquire new engineering knowledge from high-dimensional simulation data. Indeed, there have been a number of studies utilizing data mining techniques in engineering
research topics, such as design optimization and unsteady flow physics.
This study demonstrated further applicability of data mining techniques to a fundamental topic in engineering research, i.e., the construction of performance maps that represent relations between performance and geometry parameters. Performance maps are often used to make a first decision on preliminary specification of a product to be designed. Therefore, performance map construction is an essential
area in the field of engineering. This study was performed with a centrifugal diffuser as the target
product for performance map construction.
Two data mining techniques, analysis of variance (ANOVA) [2] and self-organizing map (SOM) [3],
were employed to analyze the sample datasets obtained from the computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulations for centrifugal diffusers. ANOVA can be used for quantitative determination of the relations
between performance functions and geometry variables, while SOM can do so qualitatively. Although
the first trial of data mining based on whole diffuser geometries lacked relations to be obtained, the next
trial based on local nozzle geometries successfully revealed various performance vs. geometry relations.
The most remarkable observation was the blade curvature effect on pressure recovery, which cannot
be derived from conventional quasi-one-dimensional nozzle theory. Therefore, this study confirmed
that data mining techniques can be used to discover new engineering knowledge, and is suitable and
applicable to performance map construction with high dimensions.
REFERENCES
[1]
[2]
[3]

M. Kantardzic, Data Mining: Concepts, Models, Methods and Algorithms, IEEE Press and
John Wiley & Sons, 2003.
B. Efron and C. Stein, “The Jackknife Estimate of Variance,” The Annals of Statistics, Vol. 9,
No. 3, 1981, pp. 586–596.
T. Kohonen, Self-Organizing Maps, Springer-Verlag, 1995.

Data Mining for Performance Map
Construction in Multi-Objective
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Outline
•Research Backgrounds
•Research Objectives
•Centrifugal Diffuser
•Numerical Methodologies
-Data Sampling
-Data Mining

•Results and Discussion

-Case 1: considering whole geometries
-Case 2: considering nozzle geometries

•Concluding Remarks
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Recent Numerical Simulation
•High-order and high-speed calculation
-Evaluates performance easily
-Compares performance among different
shapes parametrically
Performance vs. shape relations must be
interpreted for engineering design

•Huge and complex output data

-Contain combination sets of various performance and geometry
parameters

→ High-dimensionality

-Virtually impossible to be visualized simply by plotting the data
points
-Lead to the overlooking of useful information
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Data Mining

Rewrites characteristic features in complex data
into easily-understandable formats
(numerals, images, texts, etc.)

•Design optimization data
[Jeong et al. 2005]
Found design information to improve
lift, drag, and stability of a RLV flyback booster (4 funcs., 71 vars.)

•Unsteady blood flow data
[Morizawa et al. 2010]
Examined hemodynamic mechanisms
of aneurysm rupture in a descending
aorta (8 funcs.)

4

Research Objectives
Investigate further applicability and usefulness of data
mining techniques in the fields of engineering

Construct
performance maps
(performance vs. shape relations)
for a centrifugal diffuser

•Identify geometry parameters influential to performance
•Examine the tendencies of geometry parameters
contributing to performance in a high-dimensional form

5

Centrifugal Diffuser
•Component commonly used in
various household appliances
(air cleaners, vacuum cleaners, etc.)
l

•Conventionally evaluated based

ht

he

on the quasi-1D nozzle theory

ε (= he/ht)

10

-Assumes a linear nozzle with flat

5

Cpr = 0.80

2

0.70

0.60

1

0.50

2

5

10

20

λ (= l/ht)

blades
-Assumes rectangular cross-section
-Evaluates performance in the nozzle
section only

50

[Ikui & Inoue 1988]
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Data Sampling (Case 1)
Blade

Outflow

Simulation
Domain

Simulation
Domain

Inflow

β3
Inflow

Blade

Dex
D5
D4

D3 (Fixed)

β4

•5 geometry parameters
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Data Sampling (Case 1)

Cpr in-5

54

Simulation
Domain

Simulation
Domain

Inflow

β4

β3
Inflow

Inflow

Blade

Cpr in-4

Dex
D5
D4

Cpr in-3

D3 (Fixed)

Pressure Recovery
Coefficients

Blade

Outflow

3 in

•5 geometry parameters

✓Latin hypercube sampling (100 pts.)
✓CFD (compressible turbulent air)

•3 performance parameters
✓ Cpr in−3
✓ Cpr in−4
✓ Cpr in−5

(inlet˜blade entrance)
(inlet˜blade exit)
(inlet˜corner)
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Data Mining Technique: 1

•Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [Efron & Stein 1998]

Function

Quantifies the contributions of each variable to a function
(geometry) (performance)

-Main effect

Variable i

Contribution of a single variable
-Interaction effect
Contribution of a combination of more than 2 variables
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Data Mining Technique: 1

•Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [Efron & Stein 1998]

Quantifies the contributions of each variable to a function
(geometry) (performance)

Function

Mean for All
the Variables
Except for i

-Main effect

Grand Mean
for
All Variables

Variable i

Contribution of a single variable
-Interaction effect
Contribution of a combination of more than 2 variables
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Data Mining Technique: 1

•Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [Efron & Stein 1998]

Function

Quantifies the contributions of each variable to a function
(geometry) (performance)

-Main effect

Functional
Main Effect

Mean for All
the Variables
Except for i
Grand Mean
for
All Variables

Variable i

Contribution of a single variable
-Interaction effect
Contribution of a combination of more than 2 variables
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Data Mining Technique: 1

•Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [Efron & Stein 1998]

Function

Quantifies the contributions of each variable to a function
(geometry) (performance)

Functional
Main Effect

Mean for All
the Variables
Except for i
Grand Mean
for
All Variables

Main Effect

-Main effect

Variable i

Contribution of a single variable
-Interaction effect
Contribution of a combination of more than 2 variables
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Data Mining Technique: 2

•Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [Kohonen 1995]

Projects and visualizes high-dimensional data onto a 2D map
(geometry & performance)
while preserving their own features
(similarities, correlations, etc.)
Weight Vector

[ w1 , w2 , ..., wm ]
Output Layer

(2-D Hexagonal Mesh)

Input Layer
(Sample Data)
Input Vector

[ f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m]
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Data Mining Technique: 2

•Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [Kohonen 1995]

Projects and visualizes high-dimensional data onto a 2D map
(geometry & performance)
while preserving their own features
(similarities, correlations, etc.)
Data Point = [ f 1 , f 2, ..., f m]

Weight Vector

[ w1 , w2 , ..., wm ]
Output Layer

(2-D Hexagonal Mesh)

Input Layer
(Sample Data)
Input Vector

[ f 1 , f 2 , ..., f m]
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Data Sampling (Case 2)
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Concluding Remarks
Performance maps for a centrifugal diffuser have been constructed
in a high-dimensional form with data mining techniques (ANOVA
and SOM)

•Specific tendencies of nozzle geometries contributing to pressure
recovery performance have been revealed

Blockade

-Throat width → pressure recovery until�blade entrance
-Blade curvature → pressure recovery until blade exit
Separation
Data mining techniques are useful for high-dimensional
performance map construction in real-world design
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Aeroelastic shape optimization under uncertainties consists of at least three methodological components: aerodynamic shape optimization, topology optimization and the treatment of uncertainties.
The talk gives a research framework based on the shape calculus for pursuing related investigations.
In [1] shape gradient formulations have been derived for rather general flow regimes and objective
functions. A key ingredient is the proper definition of a descent step based on shape Hessian information. A spectral analysis of shape Hessians is performed in [2,3] leading to a rather general
approximation of the symbol of the Hessian by a second order differential operator on the boundary
of the flow domain. In combination with one-shot optimization methods [4,5], this leads to rather
efficient aerodynamic shape optimization methods. Regarding the structural aspects in the interior
of parts of aircrafts, preliminary experiments have been performed based on a level-set formulation
of the topology optimization problem with boundary forces resulting from outer flow computations.
Numerical demonstrations are shown. For the issue of the treatment of uncertainties, we refer to the
publications [6,7] of the group of the authors.
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A bird‘s eye view
Structural optimization:
Change inner topology in
order to minimize compliance

Aerodynamic shape
optimization:
Change outer shape in
order to minimize drag

y
g
o
l
o
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Robust aeroelastic
optimization: Change structure
and topology in order to
minimize drag and weight robustly
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Experiences with aerodynamic shape optimization
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Framework
• Ongoing collaboration with German Aerospace
Center in Braunschweig (MEGADESIGN, MUNA,
SPP1253, ComFliTe, DGHPOPT)

• Flow solvers (Flower, Tau) are matrix-free and
based on multigrid methods featuring polynomial
smoothers (aka RK)
[for Euler-eq. cf. van Leer/Tai/Powell AIAA CFD 1989]

• Those are used within a one-shot optimization
algorithm.
Volker Schulz
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Gradient-based optimization for
design

compute gradient w.r.t. p

compute new p

compute consistent y

Volker Schulz
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Modular one-shot
approach to
• Do one iteration in the forward solver
• Do one iteration in the adjoint solver, i.e.
to the equation
• Use the resulting gradient for some design
step, change grid accordingly

Volker Schulz
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One-shot can be interpreted as an approximate
reduced SQP method of the form:

where A Cy and B is a consistent
approximation of the reduced Hessian.
Convergence results for quadratic models in
(Ito/Kunisch/Schulz/Gherman, SIMAX 2010)
• Can be easily generalized to finitely many state constraints (lift)
• Overall computational effort is less than 10 x effort for CFD solution.
Volker Schulz
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2D high lift configuration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 part wing, M=0.17146
Shape and position of flap is
to be optimized
compr. Navier Stokes solver
TAU (DLR)
Reynolds number 14.7 * 10^6
Spalart-Almaras turbulence
model
Grid with 90 000 points
10 design variables
n=20
L-BFGS for B with 3 stages

Volker Schulz
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design variables

Volker Schulz
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2D High Lift results

Volker Schulz
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… zoom

Volker Schulz
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Performance
• 33 Iterations until convergence (criterion:
norm of the reduced gradient)
• From
• To
• Computing time: 4.5h compared to 65min
for one simulation only (=factor 4).
• Further results for: 2D-Euler-transonic and
3D-Euler-transonic wings
Volker Schulz
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Trouble with fine parameterizations
Sensitivities: solve #p linearized problems

Adjoints: solve one adjoint problem by
usage of an adjoint solver
A supposedly trivial matrix vector product
becomes a computational bottleneck
Volker Schulz
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Shape gradients for free node
parametrizations

(Hadamard)
Volker Schulz
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Further names to be mentioned in the
field of shape calculus:
Zolesio, Haslinger, Sokolowski,
Pironneau, Mohammadi, Delfour,
Neittanmäki, Hintermüller, Eppler,
Zuazua,…

Volker Schulz
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Potential problem: too much freedom
• Usage of shape derivatives alone may lead to unphysical
geometries

• Shape Hessian approximations help to
– „smooth“ gradients
– Speed up convergence in the fashion of a Newtonlike method
– Give potentially mesh independence
Volker Schulz
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Example: drag in volume formulation
(dissipation of kinetic energy into heat)

Volker Schulz
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Shape derivatives

Volker Schulz
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Mathematical Problem
formulation
Objective, drag
Flow equation

States

Shape, profile

& additional restrictions like lift
Volker Schulz
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Unconstrained optimization in a nutshell

Steepest descent variants:

Shape
Hessian

Volker Schulz
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Shape
gradient

Shape Hessians
• Can become rather cumbersome and are
difficult to interprete the operators
Potenti
al flow
Hessia
n

• Fourier mode analysis gives an idea of the
general structure
Volker Schulz
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Symbol of an operator

Volker Schulz
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Symbols
• Stokes Hessian (analytical derivation)
• Navier Stokes Hessian (impulse response)
• Dirichlet to Neuman map is not a simple
operator.
• Approximation by an operator
•  depends on the boundary discretization!
Volker Schulz
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Idea of operator approximation

Volker Schulz
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Optimal shape: Navier-Stokes
(Re=80, proprietary code)

speed

Volker Schulz
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Optimal non-parametric design
for Euler flow in TAU (DLR)
pressure

From NACA0012 to Haack Ogive
Mach 2.0 strong detached bow shock transformed to weak
Drag reduction 45%

Volker Schulz
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Overall performance (S. Schmidt, UT)

Wall clock time reduced by 99% (2.77h versus 100s)
Volker Schulz
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Transonic test case with lift

From symmetric NACA0012 to optimal Euler wing:
• Mach number 0,73
• Lift constrained feasible after optimization
• Volume constraint feasible after optimization
• 200 profile nodes
• Computation within DLR-Flower-code
Volker Schulz
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3D results: onera M6

Onera M6 wing: CD:-31.7%, CL and volume kept, Mach 0.83
18.285 surface nodes, 867.168 volume nodes
Cpu: 200min versus 2.5 days with sensitivities

Volker Schulz
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VELA aircraft

Volker Schulz
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The idea of structural optimization

Create holes in order to
reduce weight, but
guarantee a certain
stiffness

Volker Schulz
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Self adjoint problem!
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Topology optimization on GPU
S. Schmidt, UT

180 x 180 x 360 mesh
46.5 Mio unknowns
Volker Schulz

GPU acceleration
factor 60 (core-it: CG)
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SIMP versus
level-set
Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization

Volker Schulz
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Experiment
Stokes
pressure

Volker Schulz
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Conclusions
• Shape calculus in combination with one- shot
methods has the potential to accelerate
significantly the design process
• Shape calculus based level-set methods
promise a viable approach to topology
optimization on unstructured grids
• Combination is a challenging issue.

Volker Schulz
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Types of uncertainties
Schulz/Schillings: On the nature and
• Scalar uncertainties of
macroscopic flight
treatment of uncertainties in
aerodynamic
design.
conditions: Mach number,
angle
ofAIAA Journal,
vol. 47, No. 3, pp. 646-654, 2009
incidence

• Distributed design uncertainties due to
manufacturing, wear, …
Borzi/Schulz/Schillings/von Winckel:
On the treatment of distributed
uncertainties in PDE
constrained optimization, GAMM-Mitt.
Vol. 33, No. 2, pp. 230-246, 2010
Volker Schulz
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Abstract
With the growth in aircraft traffic, there is a strong demand to reduce the
airport noise. The major sources of the airport noise are jet and fan noises
caused by the engine. In all over the world, regulations on airport noise have
been tightened, thus it is a significant problem to reduce airframe and engine
noises.
To reduce the airport noise, several aircraft configurations have been
proposed lately. One is to install engine nacelles over the aft fuselage, and
another is to install engine nacelles over the wing. In the latter case,
successful experiences are only a few cases including the recent Honda
Business jet. The Over-the-Wing-Nacelle (OWN) configuration has a
potential to reduce the noise drastically because the wing can block the
propagation of fan and jet noises toward ground. However, when the engine
nacelles are installed over the wing, the aerodynamic performance tends to
drop significantly due to the interference effect. If the interference effect
between a nacelle and a wing is weakened and large increase in aerodynamic
performance is achieved, OWN configuration will be a potential candidate to
be a near-future quiet aircraft configuration.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate the aerodynamic
feasibility of OWN configuration by making use of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) and optimization methods. The cruise Mach number is set
to 0.70 to focus on mid-sized, short-range aircraft for the Japanese domestic
or Europe use. In this study, aerodynamic interference effect between a
nacelle and a wing is optimized through the modification of nacelle, wing and
pylon shapes. The Kriging model is adopted to build an approximation model
of the objective functions to reduce the large computational burden
demanded by a stochastic optimization method coupled with 3D Euler
computation around a full aircraft geometry.
Two optimizations have been conducted to improve aerodynamic efficiency
of OWN configuration. The optimal configuration achieves L/D of 35.5,
which is comparable to conventional wing-fuselage-nacelle shape of DLR-F6.
This can demonstrates the aerodynamic feasibility of OWN, but there are still
many issues to be considered.
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Introduction: Demand
• The majority of the busy
routes are short-range
within 1,000nm.
– Within Japan, Asia,
Europe, and America
– Reduced cruise speed
(M0.70) is reasonable
for short range flight.

• Noise-less aircraft at
airport is strongly
needed.

Top 10 airline routes of large passenger traffics
[nm] = nautical mile

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Airport

Distance Number of Seating
[nm]
Service Capacity
Tokyo – Sapporo
510
95 27,445
Tokyo – Osaka
280
108 26,192
Tokyo – Fukuoka
560
94 25,094
Rio de Janeiro – Sao Paulo
250
175 24,683
Sydney – Melbourne
430
123 23,435
Taipei – Hong Kong
500
72 23,232
Seoul – Cheju
280
103 19,999
Beijing – Hong Kong
680
88 19,797
New York – Chicago
740
142 18,769
New York – Atlanta
740
118 16,131
Data is availed on the web. http://www.jadc.or.jp/jadcdata.htm）

– Noise taxes
– Operation limitation
– Aviation noise restrictions

Proposal of a noise-less, short-range, mid-sized, jet aircraft.

Aerodynamic Design Gr.: Research I
• Landing Gear noise prediction
– To analyze the influence of the detail components (a torque link and
wheel cap configuration) on the flow field and the acoustic field using
block-structured Cartesian-based CFD solver.
– The computational results of noise levels are compared with
experiments done in JAXA

A few minutes
meshing for 100M
cells with detail parts
Torque Link

Wheel Cap

Aerodynamic Design Gr.: Research II
• Linearlized Euler Equation solver for multi-sized grid for
pressure wave propagation simulation
3 cylinders case at CAA workshop
P

Fine Grid

Pressure Wave Propagation(Fine Grid)

Introduction: OWN Configuration
• Over-the-Wing-Nacelle (OWN) Mount Configuration has been
considered for a potential candidate to realize noise-less
next-generation aircraft at airport
Over-the-wing-nacelle(OWN)

AIAA 2007-670

http://www.honda.co.jp/tech/new-category/airplane/HondaJet/photo2/

Rear Fuselage Nacelle(RFN)

Ricouard J., Davy R., Loheac P.,Moore A. and Piccin O.
‘’ROSAS Wind Tunnel Test Campaign Dedicated to Unconventional Aircraft Concepts Study”
AIAA Paper AIAA-2004-2867,10th AIAA/CEAS Aeroacoustics Conference – May 10-12,2004-Manchester,UK

Introduction: Noise Prevention
• OWN configuration can block fan noise propagation from
engines to the ground.
• OWN is known to be aerodynamically low efficient because of
aerodynamic interference between wing and nacelle.
ONERA “Research On Silent Aircraft ConceptS
(ROSAS)”

Fan noise measurements
Ricouard J., Davy R., Loheac P.,Moore A. and Piccin O.
‘’ROSAS Wind Tunnel Test Campaign Dedicated to Unconventional Aircraft Concepts Study”
AIAA Paper AIAA‐2004‐2867,10th AIAA/CEAS Aeroacoustics Conference – May 10‐12,2004‐Manchester,UK

Fan noise level with direction

Introduction: Aerodynamic Interference
• Effect of nacelle position for aerodynamic performance
– The location of nacelle position highly affects cruising drag as it
changes the aerodynamic interference between wing and nacelle.

L/D=26.9

L/D=19.8

L/D=21.1

Nacelle
rearward

shocks

Drag reduction can be achieved through numerical optimization of
nacelle position and shape to reduce interference effect

Objective
• Objective
– To investigate the aerodynamic feasibility of OWN
configuration by making use of CFD and optimization.
• Mid-sized short-range jet aircraft
(size comparable to Boeing737)
• DLR-F6 for base geometry
(used in AIAA Drag Prediction
Workshop)

• Evaluation of OWN configuration

DLR-F6 WT model

– Wing and nacelle shape optimization
– Pylon shape optimization
– Performance comparison of OWN with DLR-F6 (UWN)

Numerical Methods
 Adaptive-Kriging model-based
design exploration
 Approximated model is built on
well-distributed sample points.
 Unstructured Euler solver (TAS)
is used for CFD evaluation.
 Optimal solutions are searched
over the surrogate model by GA.

START
Generation of Initial sample points
by the Latin Hypercube Sampling
CFD
(EULER)
END
Construction of
initial Kriging Model
Generation of initial population
and evaluate each individual

Continue?

Selection
Update of the Kriging model
Crossover and mutation
Evaluate new individuals

NGEN>100

Selection of additional sample points
from non-dominated solutions

CFD
(EULER)

Optimization I
• Nacelle position, nacelle shape and wing shape
optimization.
– Optimization of aerodynamic interference effect
– Base geometry is DLR-F6
– Comparison with previous result

Optimization I: Problem Definition
• Objective: 3
– Maximization of L/D
– Minimization of X/c (front/rear)
– Minimization of Z/h (height)

• Constraint:
– Constant CL =0.57

• Design variables: 44
– Nacelle position: 2
– Lower surface of nacelle: 12
– Wing shape : 30

• Conditions
–
–
–
–
–

Mach number: 0.70
Solver: TAS (Euler CFD)
Number of mesh: 1.3million
First sample point: 79
Update time: 12

Optimization I: Nacelle Definition
• Nacelle shape and location
– Nacelle position: 2 (X/c, Z/h)
– Nacelle lower shape: 12
(Bezier surface - 4 control points for x,y,z direction)
Nacelle position range
Min

Max

X/c

0.47

0.85

Z/h

0.42

0.76

original upper
DLR F6 original nacelle

Bezier surface
(4x4) for lower

Optimization I: Wing Definition
• Wing shape definition
– Airfoil definition: 27
• PARSEC definition
• 3 sections: root, kink, tip
– Washout: 2
• 2 sections: kink, tip
(Tkink, Ttip)
– Incidence angle: 1 (θ)
Design Parameters
rle
ZTe
α Te
Xup
Zup
Zxxup
Xlo
Zlo
Zxxlo
Wash-out_tip
Wash-out_kink
Incidence Angle :θ

Min
0.005
-0.015
-8deg.
0.35
0.06
-1.0
0.35
-0.13
0.1
-4deg.
-4deg.
0deg

Max
0.06
0.015
-3deg.
0.50
0.13
-0.2
0.5
-0.06
1.0
4deg.
4deg.
8deg

Optimization I: Result
• Solutions on plane between L/D and nacelle locations
(blue points: initial samples, red points: updated samples)

P-OPT
(nacelle
shape)

Longitudinal
Front
Location

Nacelle Height
Rear

Low

High

OPT2
(X/c=0.73, Z/h=0.48, L/D=34.5)

Due to the introduction of sub-objectives (X/c and Z/h),
optimizer found higher L/D configurations with the forward and
low nacelle position.

Optimization I: OPT2 Cp
• Cp distribution

ORIGINAL
(L/D 25.0)

OPT2
(L/D 34.5)

Shock wave of the optimal design (OPT2) is weaker than that of ORIGINAL.
Suction region is widely distributed due to the modification

Optimization I: OPT2 Mach
• Mach Number distribution
ORIGINAL: 32%

ORIGINAL: L/D=25.0

OPT2

OPT2: L/D=34.5
Thickness_Root
Thickness_Kink
Thickness_Tip
Washout_Kink
Washout_Tip
Incidence angle

ORIGINAL: 37%

OPT2
17.8%
16.1%
16.5%
-3.0 deg
-2.4 deg
0.1 deg

Flow acceleration is much suppressed due to the optimization of channel

Optimization I: OPT2 and P-OPT
• Mach Number distribution
P-OPT
ORIGINAL: 37%

P-OPT

• Aerodynamic interference
is avoided due to the
distance

OPT2

P-OPT

OPT2

X/c

0.79

0.75

Z/h

0.75

0.48

L/D

27.3

34.5

• Aerodynamic interference
is avoided due to the
modification of channel.
• L/D is improved by the
modification of wing shape.

OPT2

Optimization I: ANOVA
• ANOVA result
– It represents importance of
design variable to L/D
– Zup, Zlo and rle at kink position
affect L/D.
– Nacelle position parameter X/c
is important design variable.

kink position

Optimization II
• Pylon shape optimization
– The nacelle and wing shape is frozen to OPT2 geometry.
– The pylon shape is modified for further reduction of CD

Optimization II: Problem Definition
• Objective
– Maximization of L/D

• Constraint:
– Constant CL =0.57

• Number of design variables: 15
– Wing thickness of the pylon: 7
– The camber of the pylon: 8

• Conditions
–
–
–
–
–

Mach number: 0.70
Solver: TAS (Euler CFD)
Number of mesh: 1.3 million
First sample point: 41
Update time: 6

• Geometry
– The nacelle position, nacelle shape and wing shape are frozen to
OPT2 configuration, and only the pylon is designed.

Optimization II: Pylon Definition
• Pylon shape definition
– Thickness : Bezier curve
• Control points: 6
• Design variables: 7
(4 control points)
– Camber: Bezier curve
• Control points: 5
• Design variables: 8
Pylon thickness

Pylon shape
Camber

Optimization II: Optimal Shape
• Pylon shape optimization result
– Optimal solution (OPT3) is obtained
OPT2 pylon … NASA SC(2)-0008
OPT3 pylon … Optimized
OPT2

OPT3

Pylon thickness

8.0%

9.0%

L/D

34.5

35.5
5 counts drag reduction

Optimization II: Mach Contours
• Pylon shape optimization result
OPT2 pylon … NASA SC(2)-0008
OPT3 pylon … Optimized
Flow around pylon (Mach number distribution)
OPT2

flow

OPT2

OPT3

Pylon
thickness

8.0%

9.0%

L/D

34.5

35.5

OPT3

Root side

flow

Tip side
The shock wave of OPT3 is slightly weaker than that of OPT2.
The thickness is larger and leading edge is sharpener.

Optimization II: OPT3
• Mach number distribution
OPT2: 32％

OPT2: 37％

L/D=34.5

OPT3

OPT3

L/D=35.5

OPT3 is optimized to suppress flow acceleration that causes the reduction in shock
strength by modifying pylon leading edge shape

Optimization II: OPT3 Analysis
• Cp distribution and drag decomposition
32%semi-span

OPT2

37%semi-span

OPT3

Modifying the pylon shape
leads to drag reduction of the
wing.
• Drag due to wing is slightly
reduced

Further optimization to integrate all components such as nacelle position, nacelle shape
and wing shape will enhance the aerodynamic performance of the OWN configuration.

Performance Comparison
• Performance of OWN configuration compared to UWN
configuration
– UWN: DLR-F6
– OWN: DLR-F6 with optimized nacelle, wing and pylon (OPT3)

UWN: DLR-F6

OWN: OPT3

Comparison: OWN and UWN
• Cp Distribution of OWN and UWN
DLR-F6 (UWN)

OPT3 (OWN)

L/D

DLR-F6
31.7

OWN
35.5

This proves that OWN configuration has a potential to achieve high L/D
comparable to conventional UWN by applying optimization techniques.

Comparison: OWN and UWN 2
• Mach number distribution
DLR-F6: 32％

DLR-F6: 37％

OWN: 32％

OWN: 37％

Comparison: OWN and UWN 3
• Drag decomposition

• Nacelle works as
thrust
• Large fuselage
drag due to AOA
• Higher wing drag
due to interference

DLR-F6

OWN

AOA

0.5

5.8

CD

0.018

0.016

L/D

31.7

35.5

Airfoil shape of DLR-F6 and OWN
configuration at root position

Conclusion I
1. Wing and nacelle shape was optimized to explore the
suitable configuration at Mach number of 0.70 with the
avoidance of aerodynamic interference between a
nacelle and a wing.
 The optimized configuration at the nacelle position of
forward and downward achieved L/D of 34.5 by
suppressing flow acceleration at flow channel.
2. Pylon shape optimization was conducted for the further
reduction of interference effect between wing and
nacelle.
 The shock wave near the trailing edge was
weakened compared with the original pylon shape.
 The optimized configuration achieved L/D of 35.5.

Conclusion II
3. Comparison between DLR-F6 and OWN configuration
 The aerodynamic efficiency of OWN configuration is
comparable to UWN configuration

An aerodynamically-efficient OWN configuration that
can block fan noise propagation will be a potential
candidate of next-generation noise-less jet aircraft.
• Investigation of noise reduction effect
• Pitching moment consideration
• Exhaust Jet simulation (BC)
• Aeroelasticity

• Thank you for your attention!

Future Works
•Influence of engine noise toward ground when the engine
position is changed
–Experimental data
–Aeroacoustic simulation
–Constraints

•More constraints for realistic design

Sound propagation around an airfoil

Sound travel from inside the Engine
(Imamura, et al.)

Ongoing Research
• Linearized Euler Equation solver for multi-size grid
– Lagrange interpolation for Cube boundary
– Perfectly Matched Layer at outside cubes
3 cylinders case at CAA workshop
P

Fine Grid

Pressure Wave Propagation(Fine Grid)

Back to
Agenda

Development & application of
multi-disciplinary design capabilities
based on high-fidelity methods
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MDO process group
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Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology
German Aerospace Center
Lilienthalplatz 7 - D-38108 Braunschweig, Germany
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The application of multi-disciplinary optimisation (MDO) based on high-fidelity methods
promises to identify earlier in the design cycle beneficial configurations at increased
reliability. This is only possible if high fidelity tools are used within a single process in a
closely coupled manner. However, this principle advantage has to be paid with (today) quite
limited experience regarding the application of MDO methods and their considerable
computational effort. This explains the need to identify and develop dedicated design
method capabilities that enable efficient MDO processes and to gather them in a flexible
optimisation environment.
The presentation will introduce the main results obtained within the internal DLR project
called MDOrmec ("Multi-Disciplinary Optimisation of Rear-fuselage Mounted Engine
Configurations") which intended to perform the consequent next step in detailed aircraft
optimisation by defining, developing and applying high-fidelity methods in a multidisciplinary context for the optimisation of a rear-fuselage mounted engine (RFME)
configuration. The RFME-concept has been selected because it potentially fulfil the
increasing stringent environmental demands to substantially reduce emissions (CO2, NOx,
noise,...). External noise emissions can be reduced by appropriate spatial arrangement of the
engines, using the horizontal and vertical tail planes for noise shielding. On the other hand,
the engine and pylon have to be carefully integrated onto the fuselage in order to avoid
shock induced separations at cruise conditions. The multi-disciplinary optimisation (MDO)
process offers a high potential for finding the best compromise between aerodynamics and
acoustics. However, although the wing is clean of pylon and nacelle which are beneficial for
the aerodynamics, it also needs to be stiffer - and therefore heavier than the under-wing
mounted engine configuration - to counteract upward bending in flight. The use of MDO
would here help finding the best compromise between high aerodynamic efficiency and low
wing mass.
The presentation addressed first the identification and development of design capabilities
necessary for high-fidelity multi-disciplinary optimisation. The considered disciplines are
aerodynamics, structure, aero-elasticity and acoustics. The developed capabilities are then
assessed on two optimisation problems related to a regional jet configuration featuring rear
fuselage mounted engines.

The first problem focuses on the aerodynamic and structural wing optimisation of simplified
wing-body geometry. The parameterization incorporates wing plan form parameters and
twist angles in four wing sections. The geometrical inputs for the disciplines CFD and CSM
were generated by CATIA V5 based on those design parameters which were prescribed by a
gradient free optimizer. CFD is at first used to calculate the drag in cruise flight with RANS
and secondly to provide aerodynamic forces from Euler solutions from certain maneuver
cases for a structural sizing of the wing to yield the wing weight. As with the structural
calculations the wing deformations are available, these are used to deform the CFD mesh
and to evaluate drag and forces on the corresponding flight shapes. The fluid/structuralsizing procedure, which is performed in every optimization cycle, is repeated several times
until a sufficient convergence of drag and wing mass is achieved. Both values are then used
to compute the Breguet range, which represents the optimization objective. The optimization
runs permit to clearly give the trade-off existing between the drag at cruise condition and
wing weight. More detailed information about the process chain developed and results can
be also found in [1].
In the second optimisation problem, the optimal aero-acoustic engine integration of the rear
fuselage mounted engine for a given wing shape is considered. The developed
multidisciplinary optimization process is based on a multi-level fidelity approach [2], where
the aerodynamics is simulated using CFD methods; the acoustics is approximated using a
ray-tracing code for the calculation of geometrical shielding of engine noise; the weight and
the stability and control of the aircraft are assessed using preliminary design approach. The
main design variables control the engine position with the objectives to maximize the
aircraft mission range and the shielding noise. Finally, the use of a multi-objective
optimization strategy in combination to the resulting multi-disciplinary process permits the
identification of the non-dominated Pareto front existing between mission range and noise
level.
[1] Arno Ronzheimer, Franz Josef Natterer, Joël Brezillon (2010) Aircraft Wing Optimization Using
High Fidelity Closely Coupled CFD and CSM Methods. 13th AIAA/ISSMO Multidisciplinary Analysis
Optimization Conference, Fort Worth, Texas, Fort Worth, Texas
[2] Danil Haar, Joël Brezillon (2011) Engine Integration Based on Multi-Disciplinary Optimisation
Technique, 11th ONERA-DLR Aerospace Symposium, ODAS 2011, Toulouse, France
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Motivation for new Multidisciplinary Design Capabilities

The time required for the design of aircraft
has to be shortened to rapidly fit new needs
of airline companies
Need of getting the right design at the
first try
Need of innovative designs where little
experience has been accumulated
Complex multi-disciplinary interactions may
occur, which can not be evaluated by low-fidelity models
High-fidelity methods (CFD, CSM, …) have reached a mature stage and
are routinely used for analysis and assessment for aircraft configurations
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Missions of the MDO Team
Missions:
Identification and development of M&T needed in MDO context:
in aerodynamics, structure and acoustics
in optimisation strategies and architectures
Set up of an MDO environment based on high fidelity methods
Demonstration on realistic design configurations from low speed
(take-off) to high speed (supersonic) flows
Give support to other departments to set up optimisation processes
Organisation at the Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow technology:
C2A2S2E department: focus on the development of strategies like the
adjoint approach and the development of optimisation approach
based on surrogate models (in close collaboration with loads
prediction group)
Transport Aircraft department: Identification and development of
other key technologies (parametrisation, CAD, CFD, coupling with
CSM solvers, …) and demonstration on relevant configurations
J. Brezillon > Multidisciplinary Design > Feb. 2011 > Folie 4

What are the multidisciplinary design capability required ?

Parametric Model

…

Domain
Tool n

Domain
Tool 2

Domain
Tool 1

Optimiser

MD Processes
rk
o
w
e
m
a
r
F
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Parametric data modelling

CATIA V5 Parametric
Direct para.: Bezier, CST

Parametric
Model
Free Form Deformation (FFD)
Bump: Hicks-Henne, BSpline,….

Mesh point with smoothing algorithm

CAD + FFD
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Domain
Tool n

Domain
Tool 2

Domain
Tool 1

What are the multidisciplinary design capability required ?
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Domain Tool Integration
Aerodynamic (CFD)
Mesh strategy
Grid generator (ICEM, Centaur, SOLAR, ….)
Mesh deformation
(Tau volume deformation, Radial Basis Function, Linear elasticity)

J. Brezillon > Multidisciplinary Design > Feb. 2011 > Folie 9

Mesh Generation - CFD

Hybrid modular
mesh with CENTAUR

Fully structured mesh with
Parametric ICEM-Hexa

Mixed structured/unstructured
mesh with MegaCads

Mixed structured/unstructured
mesh with ICEM Multi-Zone

Hybrid mesh with SOLAR
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Domain Tool Integration
Aerodynamic (CFD)
Mesh strategy
Grid generator (ICEM, Centaur, SOLAR, ….)
Mesh deformation
(Tau volume deformation, Radial Basis Function, Linear elasticity)
CFD solvers
TAU: engine integration, wing shape,….
FLOWer: blade rotor design, simplified a/c conf.
Structure (CSM) - Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems
FEM model: PARA_MAM (Parametric Mesh Based Aircraft Modelling Tool)
FEM solver: ANSYS
Structure sizing: S_BOT (Sizing Robot)
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Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems

CSM Grid Generation
•

PARAMAM – Parametric, Simple and Fast Mesh Based Aircraft Modelling Tool
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Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems

CSM Sizing Algorithm
•

S_BOT – Sizing Robot

S_BOT

input – data
(ANSYS‐Script APDL)

initialization
build FE‐model

ANSYS Input‐file

load cases and optimization
parameters (372)

Variables

analysis of all load cases
results
Wing weight
deformation
skin thickness

yes

no
convergence or
maximum
iterations

adjust element thickness
evaluate convergence
update FE‐model
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Domain Tool Integration
Aerodynamic (CFD)
Mesh strategy
Grid generator (ICEM, Centaur, SOLAR, ….)
Mesh deformation
(Tau volume deformation, Radial Basis Function, Linear elasticity)
CFD solvers
TAU: engine integration, wing shape,….
FLOWer: blade rotor design, simplified a/c conf.
Structure (CSM) - Institute of Composite Structures and Adaptive Systems
FEM model: PARA_MAM (Parametric Mesh Based Aircraft Modelling Tool)
FEM solver: ANSYS
Structure sizing: S_BOT (Sizing Robot)
Acoustic (Ray-Tracing)
Grid generation: GMESH
Solver: SHADOW
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Markus Lummer

The Ray Tracing Code SHADOW
Acoustic sources
Monopole, dipole, multipole

Generic engine 3rd octave band
directivities

Surface triangulation of geometry
Direct from CATIA via IGES file
STL Format

103,944 triangles RT
Target plane
200 m below the a/c
+/-500m around the a/c

Attenuation factor in target plane
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Domain
Tool n

Domain
Tool 2

Domain
Tool 1

What are the multidisciplinary design capability required ?

MD Processes
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F
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MD Processes: Aero-Structure coupled computations
Available:
• CADFix
• HEXCAT
Design
Parameter

Available:
• MegaCads
• CENTAUR
• ICEM HEXA
• SOLAR

Available
• TAU
• FLOWer
• ELSA

Aerodynamic Process Chain
Grid Generation

CATIA V5

Solver

Post-processing

Objectives

Available:
• FFD
• NURBS
• ICEM
• CATIA V5
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MD Processes: Aero-Structure coupled computations
Available:
• CADFix
• HEXCAT
Design
Parameter

Available:

Available

• MegaCads
• CENTAUR
• ICEM HEXA
• SOLAR

• TAU
• FLOWer
• ELSA

Aerodynamic Process Chain
Grid Generation

Solver
L
o
a
d
s

CATIA V5
Available:
• FFD
• NURBS
• ICEM
• CATIA V5

Post-processing
D
e
f
o
r

Objectives

Structural Process Chain
FEM model

Weight &
Deformation

Sizing

-28,4%

upper skin
-21,2%

upper stringer

-47,4%

sum upper skin

-54,2%

lower skin
-35,5%

lower stringer

-38,5%

man holes

-60,7%

lower skin sum

-64,1%

front spar

-73,8%

rear spar
-33,8%

sum ribs

-54,0%

primary structure

-49,2%

primary structure sum
-35,9%

secondary structure sum

-40,6%

leading edge

-49,0%
-100,0% -90,0%

PARA_MAM

S_BOT

-80,0%

-70,0%

-60,0%

-50,0%

wing sum
-40,0%

-30,0%

-20,0%

-10,0%

0,0%

Weight prediction
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What are the multidisciplinary design capability required ?

Optimiser
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Optimisation toolbox
Development of optimisation library with common python interface
Gradient based approach with efficient line search
(steepest descent, conjugate gradient, quasi-newton, SQP)
Gradient Free approach (simplex, subplex)
Evolutionary algorithm
Design Of Experiment (Latin Hypercube Sampling,…)
Response Surface Methods (Kriging, GEK, …) developed within
C2A2S2E-EnveLoad project
Computation of gradients using adjoint approach
Single- or multi-disciplinary approach
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Adjoint approach in the Tau-Code
Example of applications conducted so far
Inverse design of 2D profile (NS)
Multi-point optimisation of 2D profile in transonic cases (NS)
L/D maximisation of multi-element profile (NS)
BWB planform and shape design (Euler)
Wing twist and shape design (NS)
Wing and Body optimisation (NS)
High-lift setting optimisation of wing-body configuration (NS)
Wing shape optimisation of a Wing/Body/Engine/Pylon
configuration (Euler) using CAD representation
Flight shape optimisation using the coupled aero-structure
adjoint (TAU Euler-ANSYS)
J. Brezillon > Multidisciplinary Design > Feb. 2011 > Folie 21

DLR F6 wing-body configuration
Test case definition
Drag minimisation by constant lift
CL=0.5, M∞=0.75, Re=3.0x106
Flow separations on the wing upper side
at wing-fuselage junction and at the trailing edge

Strategy
Wing-fuselage intersection line updated with MegaCads
Free-form deformation
Mixed structured/unstructured mesh
TAU-code in viscous mode with Spalart-Almaras-Edwards one-equation
turbulence model, target lift mode to maintained the lift constant
The adjoint solver is applied with adjoined 3W multigrid smoothed LU-SGS
Due to robustness problems only the adjoint mean flow equations are solved
while the eddy-viscosity is frozen.
Optimisation algorithm : Conjugate Gradient
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DLR F6 wing optimisation
Parametrisation of the wing
Thickness is frozen, change the camberline
and the twist distribution
Parametrisation with 96 variables
In order to limit the wall clock time needed for the
gradient computation, generation of all meshes
during the adjoint computations
Result
32 design cycles
5 gradients comp. with adjoint
33 hours wall clock time
10 drag counts reduction
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DLR F6 body optimisation
Parametrisation of the fuselage
Definition of the Free-Form box around the body only
25 nodes are free to move in spanwise direction
Result
45 design cycles
5 gradients comp. with adjoint
20 drag counts reduction !!!
Lift maintained constant
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DLR F6 body optimisation
Streamtraces on the body wing

No separation at all, but ….
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Moh. Abu-Zurayk

Motivation and formulation
There is a need for an efficient approach to
compute the gradients of the flight shape

Loop over number
of parameters

The coupled aero-structure adjoint

Computing the gradients for coupled aerostructure high fidelity models is extremely
expensive using the traditional approach
(Finite Differences)
Alternative: the coupled aero-structure adjoint

Aero
Coupling
Structure

Coupled
Aero-Structure
computation

Gradients of design Gradients of design
Parameters
Parameters
Finite Differences Coupled Adjoint

CFD model of TAU

CSM model of ANSYS

The coupled adjoint formulation was derived and
implemented in TAU and Ansys
Advantages of Adjoint are huge time reduction
and affordability of global sensitivity

Global Sensitivity of Drag
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The coupled aero-structure adjoint

Moh. Abu-Zurayk

Demonstration
Test case
Drag reduction at constant lift and thickness
LANN wing, Euler
Structure frozen
(spar/ribs thickness constant)
Ma=0.84, CL=0.6
Conjugate Gradient Algorithm
Results
Drag reduced by 26.5%
Lift and thickness constant

Initial Wing

Optimized wing
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Surrogate-based Aerodynamic Optimization
Design of Laminar airfoil

Chunna Li

Optimisation scenario
Drag minimisation by constant lift and constant maximum thickness
Ma=0.1, Re=2 M, CL=0.72
10 B-Spline bumps
TAU Solver + Automatic transition prediction
Regression Kriging with EI refinement technique + few Simplex steps
Result
Convergence after 71 CFD evaluations
8,8% drag reduction
Delayed transition point from 33=>48%
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What are the multidisciplinary design capability required ?

Optimiser

Parametric Model

MD Processes
rk
o
w
e
m
a
r
F
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Framework
Pyranha:
Python based framework for optimisations relying on high-fidelity approach
DLR python based framework for optimisation based on CFD solver
Integration of all optimisation strategies developed so far (gradient
based/ gradient free, deterministic/non-deterministic strategies,
RSM/SMART Box) in one common framework
Allow robust and easy integration of CFD solver (TAU-Python)
Allow to use the adjoint capabilities
No license
ModelCenter
Multi-site optimisation framework accepted and deployed at DLR
Set of optimisation strategies and architectures already available
In use with low fidelity models for several years
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Demonstration
MDO Chain for wing optimisation

Objective and scope

Check/demonstrate capabilities of high-fidelity methods for solving
fluid-structure optimisation problem.
Configuration restricted to wing body.
Shape optimisation restricted to the wing part (body fixed).
Use of parametric CAD modeller CATIA V5.
Performance prediction based on RANS computations coupled with FEM
computations (flight shape).
Weight prediction based on wing structure sizing relying on
(limited) load cases.
Aerodynamic load cases based on Euler/RANS computations.
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Multi-Disciplinary process developed in MDOrmec project

A/C
Perf

External
Geometry

Aerodynamic
for
Performances

Flight
Performance

Internal
Geometry

Aerodynamic
for
Loads

Flight
Loads

Weight

Structures

Other
Loads
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Multi-Disciplinary process developed in MDOrmec project

Breguet
Range

CATIA V5

ICEM-Hexa

TAU-NS

PARA_MAM

ICEM-Hexa

TAU-Euler

S-BOT

ANSYS

Touch down
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Multi-Disciplinary process developed in MDOrmec project
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Structural High Fidelity Aspect
•

Realistic loads for sizing required:
manoeuvre

manoeuvre & aileron

cruise

negative
manoeuvre

aerodynamic load

2.5g

2.5g

1g

-1g

0g

gravity acceleration

2.5g

2.5g

1g

-1g

0g

tank load

652.5kg

652.5kg

1234kg

652.5kg

652.5kg

gear force

0N

0N

0N

0N

195.7kN

C LT arg et  0.471
M   0.8
Re  20.3Mio
Cruise Case

C LT arg et  0.554

C LT arg et  0.554

C LT arg et  0.471

M   0.852

M   0.852

M   0.8

2.5g Maneuver Case

2.5g Maneuver Case
with Aileron Deflection

touch
down

-1g Maneuver Case
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Structure sizing and CFD-CSM coupling
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Structure sizing and CFD-CSM coupling
• CFD-CSM Coupling with Structure Sizing
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Aerodynamic High Fidelity Aspect
RANS for cruise condition
Viscous Drag + Pressure Drag
Induced Drag + Interference Drag + Wave Drag
Realistic jig shape from CAD (realistic belly fairing, rounded wing tips)
True flight shape for drag and load calculations required

C LT arg et  0.471
M   0.8
Re  20.3Mio

Cruise Case

C LT arg et  0.554

C LT arg et  0.554

C LT arg et  0.471

M   0.852

M   0.852

M   0.8

2.5g Maneuver Case

2.5g Maneuver Case
with Aileron Deflection

-1g Maneuver Case
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Preliminary results

Baseline

6 Design parameters
Aspect and Taper ratios
Twist at 4 sections
Increase the range by 160 km
Decreasing drag and weight
Increasing the taper-ratio
Reducing the span
Decreasing the twist law
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Synthesis
Parametric CAD model generation in an optimization loop
Stable CAD to grid processes via context models
Close and stable coupling between aerodynamic and structural discipline
Coupling includes a structural sizing optimization
Fastest and most efficient technologies available at DLR identified and used:
Model generation < 1min
Grid generation < 1min
Massive parallel flow solver
Time for optimization:
62 optimization cycles ~28 days.
Resources used:
24x8=192 cores and 62x20=1240 jobs
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Next steps
Increase the number of design parameter
Design of new architecture combining “upper” level parameters
(planform) and “lower” level parameters (like camber)
with aero-structure coupled adjoint for detailed design
with surrogate model on global parameters
Introduction of more load cases at different level of fidelity

Detailed camber optimisation
(40DV) of the flight shape using
the aero-structure coupled adjoint
(Mohd. Abu-Zurayk)

Optimised
(-13% Drag)

Eta=0.7

Baseline
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Demonstration
Aero-acoustic engine integration

Test Case Definition
Rear Fuselage Mounted Engines Aircraft with H-Tail Planes
wing, body, tail planes, engines and pylons
Objectives
Optimal engine position of RFME configuration
Multi-objective optimisation
Range
Noise
Constraints
Comparable properties as the Do-728 a/c
same size and MTOW weight
same static stability and control characteristics

?

Design point
Mach 0.8, altitude 10’500m, fixed CL
Trim state
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Optimisation strategy
Design variables
engine position (x-pos, fus.-dist., circumferential pos.)
wing position (x-pos.)
Derived variables
Horizontal tail plane (HTP) size and
vertical tail plane (VTP) size to ensure
similar stability and control characteristics

Considered change of mass
Pylon (the engine position)
Tail planes (size)
Fuselage and wing (x-wing position)
Fuel (constant MTOW)
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Optimisation strategy
Multi-level fidelity approach
Aerodynamic performance computed with CFD (Inviscid):
Target lift computations
Trim drag accurately evaluated from 3 positions of the HTP
Evaluation of the static margin (1 computation at higher AoA)
Mass prediction based on low fidelity model (pre-design tools PrADO)
Aircraft stability evaluated using hand book method
All (relevant) data are stored in a single file (DLR-CPACS format)
Framework: modelCenter
Optimiser: Darwin
Multi-objective optimisation strategy
global search algorithm
applicable for non-smooth, noisy design spaces
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MDO process chain in ModelCenter

Range

x3

Design Parameter

Mass

Centaur

TAU

Catia

Aerodynamic Process Chain
Grid Generation

Flow Solver

Trim module

Drag at
target lift
and
trim condition
+
static Margin

Acoustics Process Chain
CATIA V5

Surface
triangulation

GMESH

Ray Tracing Code

SHADOW

Smoothing

Smoothed
PNLT Design > Feb.
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Results
Improvement of range implies an increase of noise level: there are non
dominant solution and Pareto front seems to exist
The highest range is obtained with engine position as front as possible
(lower drag, lower VTP weight) and relatively close to the wing
(reduce pylon weight)
The lowest noise Level is obtained for engine position as aft as possible
(maximize the shielding effect)

Do 728

Max Range

Min Noise
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Conclusion / outlook

Conclusion / outlook
Parametric model
CATIA in MDO context demonstrated, but has a “non negligible” cost in term
of complexity of the process
(Windows operating system in the loop, license, stability,…)
Probably need an alternative strategy (see work of K. Hatanaka)
Optimisation processes / Framework
TAU-Adjoint: capability and efficiency demonstrated on several test cases,
further developments to ensure convergence are still required
Optimisation based on kriging model and refinement technique is an
attractive alternative to classical approach and is further explored
ModelCenter framework has very interesting MDO features, but seems
(currently) to be not stable enough to be employed in high-fidelity context
Specific MDO difficulties
Is the MDO simply MDA+O, or does the MDO require specific developments
(automation, architecture,…)?
Acceptance of MDO by single disciplinary specialists?
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A Multi-Disciplinary Design by taking into
account “local” constraints

Many thanks for your attention !
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Abstract
The high-fidelity aerodynamic and multidisciplinary optimisation (MDO)
capabilities developed at ONERA are illustrated in this presentation through
different applications to civil aircraft design.
Because disciplinary optimisation capabilities appears as a prerequisite for
MDO, the aerodynamic optimisation methods in use in the Applied
Aerodynamic Department are first illustrated by two application examples.
The first one corresponds to the gradient-based, optimisation of a flying
wing configuration using the aerodynamic adjoint method. The second
application corresponds to supersonic aircraft wing planform optimisations
using mono and multiobjective genetic algorithm.
In the second part of this presentation, several MDO approaches are
illustrated through different applications. First, MDO experiences
conducted with the "All-At-Once" approach applied to a Supersonic aircraft
wing planform optimisation is described and the limits of this approach are
stressed out. Then alternative bi-level MDO approaches are described with
two aero-structual optimisation applications. The first application illustrates
the situation of uncoupled disciplines and is treated with a bi-level
surrogate-based MDO approach. The second corresponds to the more
general and complex situation of tightly coupled discipline and is treated
with the BLISS (Bi-Level Integrated System Synthesis) approach. This last
application is currently ongoing and illustrates the challenge of applying
BLISS methodology to real-world high-fidelity analyses-based design.
Finally, the ongoing development and validation of aero-structural adjoint
methods and the investigation of innovative multi-criteria optimisation
approaches are briefly described.
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Figure 1:; MDO system and high-fidelity aerodynamic and structural analyses used for
Supersonic Aircraft wing planform optimisation.
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Figure 2: BLISS approach for aircraft aero-structural wing preliminary design using high
fidelity analyses (CFD and FEM).
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All at Once approach, its limits (Supersonic aircraft)
Alternative bi-level approaches for aero-structural optimisations (Engine
pylon, Wing design)
Aero-structural Adjoint optimisation
Other experiments in multicriteria optimisation

Concluding remarks
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Introduction

•

This presentation focuses on High-Fidelity optimisation and
MDO at ONERA

•

It is mostly an “aerodynamics-centric” view of MDO (“colored”
by the field of most of the authors)

•

It is intended to give an overview of ONERA capabilities and
recent and ongoing research activities related to Optim/MDO

•

To some extent, it contains some “lessons learned” through
different applications of these technologies …

Outline

Introduction
Aerodynamic Optimisation Background (Mono-Disciplinary)

1.
•

Local optimisations

•

Global optimisations

Multi Disciplinary Optimisation

2.
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•

•
•

All at Once approach, its limits (Supersonic aircraft)
Alternative bi-level approaches for aero-structural optimisations (Engine
pylon, Wing design)
Aero-structural Adjoint optimisation
Other experiments in multicriteria optimisation

Concluding remarks

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background

•

Disciplinary optimisation : a prerequisite for MDO

•

Aerodynamic optimisation using Hi-Fi (CFD) practiced at
ONERA since 1990’s
•
•

Local approach (gradient-based optimisation)
Global optimisation approaches
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• Stochastic optimisation (GA, )
• Surrogate-based optimisation

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background

Gradient (local) optimisation approach :
Application of adjoint-based aerodynamic
DLR-MDO Workshop, 23 Feb. 2011, Braunschweig

optimisation to a Flying Wing configuration

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background
Adjoint-based Flying Wing optimisations
•

Initial configuration :
•

•

Flying Wing (glider) from the French AVECA2 project (Airbus)

Objective :
•
•

Cruise drag minimisation @ M0.85 and fixed planform
Constraints on :
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• Lift : CL>CLcruise
• Center of pressure position xCP @ X% of CMA
• Geometry : aerodynamic shape must
contain cabin, LG and cargo bays

•

Approach :
•

•

•

Local (gradient-based) optimisation
(MMFD, SQP)
Gradient evaluated by adjoint method (RANS)
In-house parameterisation method
using B-splines

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background
Adjoint-based Flying Wing optimisations
•

Optimisation system:
Initial Geometry

Faero : CD, CL, CM
Fgeo : volumic
constr.

CFD Mesh

Parameterisation
Appli. dependent
List of design variables

Fgeo , dFgeo/da

Analysis system (Python)
dFaero/da

Optimiser
Dakota
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Design variables a

Geometric
Constraints
GTS

Surface
mesh

Mesh Deformation
SeAnDef
Deformed CFD
Mesh

dX/da

Gradient calc.
Prodgrad

Faero

RANS
calculation elsA

dFaero/dX

CFD solution W

Aerodynamic analysis
ffd72 (far field drag)

dFaero/dX
dFaero/dW

Adjoint calc.
elsA

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background
Adjoint-based Flying Wing optimisations

Investigation of several parameterisation :
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Up to 151 variables thanks
to adjoint method !!!

41 variables

17 variables

62 variables

25 variables

151 variables

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background
Adjoint-based Flying Wing optimisations
•

Optimisation cost and results :
•

•

Cost : ~25 gradient iterations and ~250 CFD calc.
LoD gains > 2 points

Optimed design
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Manual design

Optimisation run history

Comparison of initial, manual and optimised design

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background

Stochastic (global) optimisation method :
Application to Supersonic

DLR-MDO Workshop, 23 Feb. 2011, Braunschweig

wing aerodynamic design

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background
Stochastic optimisation of Supersonic wing using GA
•

Objectives :
1. Min.

supersonic cruise drag (Mach 2)
2. Max. low-speed lift (Mach 0.25, a=12o)
•

Analyses :
cruise performance : Euler CFD (elsA)
2. Low-speed performance : Vortex Lattice Method (Tagazou)
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1. Supersonic

•

6 geometry variables :

•

Approaches :
•
•

Genetic algorithm
Single-objective and multi-objective (GADO et MOGADO)

Aerodynamic Optimisation Background
Stochastic optimisation of Supersonic wing using GA
Approach 1 : Single-objective (cruise drag) optim. under
constrained on minimum low speed performance (GADO
algorithm)
100
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4
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4
4
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Aerodynamic Optimisation Background
Stochastic optimisation of Supersonic wing using GA
Approach 2 : Multi-Objective Optimisation of cruise drag and
low-speed perfo. (MOGADO algorithm)
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•

•
•

All at Once approach, its limits (Supersonic aircraft)
Bi-level approaches for aero-structural optimisations (Engine pylon, Wing
design)
Aero-structural Adjoint optimisations
Other experiments in multicriteria optimisation

Concluding remarks

MDO
All-At-Once approach applied to supersonic wing planform MDO
•

•

Supersonic aircraft wing planform optimisation for different Mach numbers
•

CISAP project: EREA-AI pilot project with DLR, NLR and QinetiQ

•

Range maximisation under MTOW constraints (Mach 1.3 and 2.0)

MDO approach : All-At-Once (AAO)
with High fidelity analyses :
•

CFD for aerodynamic and FEM for structures
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CISAP MDO process at ONERA

CISAP Optimised conf.

MDO
All-At-Once approach applied to supersonic wing planform MDO

Lessons learned from AAO experience in CISAP:
Satisfactory for single developer/user situation
(also laborious … )

Optimiser

May be suited for some application
(toy problems, conceptual design?)
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All-At-Once approach quickly yields a very
complex system (kind of brute force approach)
Difficult/Impossible to “scale-up” toward real-world industrial aircraft design
process (preliminary design)
 Needs for decomposition and disciplines autonomy in the MDO approach

MDO
Alternatives approaches to AAO

Different bi-disciplinary system interactions types :
XA:
disciplinary
variables

DLR-MDO Workshop, 23 Feb. 2011, Braunschweig

Z:
shared
variables
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XB :
disciplinary
variables

Discipline A
(Aerodynamics)
Loads

Deformations

System
output
(performance, …)

Discipline B
(Structures)

Type 1 : no direct, mutual influence between disciplines

Type 2 : unidirectional interaction between disciplines
Type 3 : bidirectional interactions between disciplines (strong coupling)

MDO
Alternative approaches to AAO
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Bi-level MDO approaches
for autonomous design at discipline level :

The simple case of uncoupled disciplinary
analyses (type 1)

MDO: Alternative approaches to AAO
Aero-structural optimisation of an underwing engine pylon
•

Work carried out within the VIVACE project,
in close collaboration with Airbus

•

Example of «type 1» interaction: No mutual
influence between aerodynamics and structures


•

Engine pylon to be
optimised

Independent design works are possible in the two disciplines

Optimisation problem :
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Identify the best engine pylon shape for a large transport aircraft from the
aerodynamic and weight point of view

21

•

Shared variables Z (top level):
3 pylon geometry parameters:
• ΔX: longitudinal engine position
• ΔZ: vertical engine position
• W: pylon thickness
… impact on both aero and structures

ΔZ
ΔX

W

structural
frame

MDO: Alternative approaches to AAO
Aero-structural optimisation of an underwing engine pylon

Aerodynamic design work
For a given pylon defined by its (ΔX, ΔZ,W) :
•
•

Aerodynamic fairing shape parameters XA are introduced
Aerodynamic drag minimisation with state-of-the-art
aerodynamic optimisation techniques:
• Turbulent Reynolds average Navier Stokes (RANS)
calculations with the ONERA elsA code;
• Far-field drag extraction techniques (FFD41);
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• elsA-Adjoint (RANS) for sensitivities calculations;
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• Airbus optimisation suite OPTALIA with gradient algorithm.

CD

Aerodynamic optimisations repeated for different
(ΔX, ΔZ,W) to sample the design space and produce
an “Optimised Aerodynamic Response Model”

MDO: Alternative approaches to AAO
Aero-structural optimisation of an underwing engine pylon

Structural design work (conducted by Airbus-F)
For a given pylon defined by (ΔX,ΔZ,W):
•

DLR-MDO Workshop, 23 Feb. 2011, Braunschweig

•
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Parametric Finite Element Model of the
pylon structure is generated
(variable panel and stringer thickness)
Structural optimisation of the pylon structure:
Weight minimisation with constraints
on the max. Von-Mises stresses

Structural optimisations repeated for different

(ΔX,ΔZ,W) to sample the design space and produce
an “Optimised Weight Response Model”

FE model
of pylon

MDO: Alternative approaches to AAO
Aero-structural optimisation of an underwing engine pylon

System-level MDO :
• Use

of the optimised Aerodynamic and Weight Response Models produced
by each discipline experts team
• Definition of an aero-structural objective function :

Weight * ( Z )
J ( Z )  CD ( Z ) 
k
*

• Different

k: trade-off parameter

optimisation techniques tested and compared for optimisation of Z

Gradient algorithm
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Genetic algorithm
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Aero-structural
optimum:
ΔX/C = +0,011
ΔZ/C = +0,024
W/C = +0,024

MDO: Alternative approaches to AAO
Aero-structural optimisation of an underwing engine pylon

Wrap-up:
•

Bi-level MDO with RSM exchanges successfully applied and efficient for the
“case 1” situation with uncoupled disciplines
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System level optim. /Z
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Discipline level
optim. / XA

Discipline level
optim. / XB

MDO
Alternative approaches to AAO
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Bi-level MDO approaches
for autonomous design at discipline level :

BLISS (Bi-Level Integrated System
Synthesis) for coupled disciplines (type 3)

Hi-Fi BLISS approach for preliminary aerostructural wing
design (ARTEMIS Project)
•

Context :
•
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•

French project ARTEMIS (ONERA/Airbus/CERFACS)

Motivation :
•

Investigate an MDO approach for strongly coupled disciplines,

•

… including High-Fidelity analyses,

•

… providing autonomy between disciplines
(analysis and design),

•

CFD (aeroelastic) analysis

… potentially scalable to complex
design process (e.g. preliminary aircraft).

 Selection of the BLISS approach
FE analysis

Hi-Fi BLISS approach for preliminary aerostructural wing
design (ARTEMIS Project)
System level
Optimisation / Z
Z+Z

BLISS = Bi Level technique. Design variable
separation in two groups: local (potentially
many) and shared (typically few) parameters.
The algorithm alternates between disciplinary
and system optimisation steps.
The first step is always an elimination of the
interdiciplinary state variables through an
MDA.
At the local level X parameters are designed
to improve the contribution of each discipline
to the global performance. This is done
through a simple separation technique :

MDA Aero-Structure
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Adjoint Aero-Structure
Gradient / Xa, Xs, Z

CSM
Optim.
/ Xs

CFD
Optim.
/ Xa

Xs+Xs

Xa+Xa
Post-Optimal
sensitivities or RSMs

dFT
dFT
a
F = F0 +
DX +
D Xs = F0 + D F
a
s
dX
dX
Once optimal X obtained (Z fixed), the system
optimisation is performed, while preserving the
disciplinary optimality.

Outline

Introduction
Aerodynamic Optimisation Background (Mono-Disciplinary)

1.
•

Local optimisations

•

Global optimisations

Multi Disciplinary Optimisation

2.
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•
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•

•
•

All at Once approach, its limits (Supersonic aircraft)
Alternative bi-level approaches for aero-structural optimisations (Engine
pylon, Wing design)
Aero-structural Adjoint optimisation
Other experiments in multicriteria optimisation

Concluding remarks

MDO: Development of aeroelastic and aerostructural adjoint
capabilities
• Motivation :
• Adjoint method allows efficient calculation of sensitivities
• Aerodynamic and structures are tightly coupled
(by aeroelastic effects)
 Interest for an aeroelastic adjoint (currently available)
• Aircraft performance does not depend only on aerodynamic but also on structural weight
 Interest for an aero-structural adjoint
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• Ongoing extension:
Objective n : Develop simple structural model enabling analytical sensitivities with respect
to structural parameters and wing weight estimatation
Objective n+1 : Extend the aeroelastic adjoint to an aerostructural adjoint to compute
objective functions sensitivities (wrt aero and structural parameters)
Objective n+2 : Drag and weight optimisation using aero-structural adjoint with simplified
structural model
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MDO: Development of aeroelastic and aerostructural adjoint
capabilities

MDO: Application of aeroelastic adjoint method to supersonic
wing design (EHPOC project)
Configuration :
Supersonic business jet wing-body
configuration (from the EU project HISAC)

Analyses:
• Aeroelastic simulations
• CFD Euler (elsA) + Beam model

Objective :
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Drag minimisation @ cruise condition Mach = 1.6, CL = 0.15

Parameterisation :
Wing twist and camber deformation (Bézier curves)
Fixed planform

Approaches :
• Gradient-based optimisations
with adjoint sensitivities
• Rigid and elastic wing optimisations
32

MDO: Application of aeroelastic adjoint method to supersonic
wing design (EHPOC project)
Flexible optimisation:

Rigid optimisation:
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Optimisation run history

Camber modifications

•

Optimisation run history

Twist modifications

Camber modifications

Drag reduction of 3.5 drag counts at
CL=0.15 (3.4 % gain)
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Initial/Optimised drag polar
comparison

•

Initial/Optimised drag polar
comparison

Twist modifications

Drag reduction of 4 counts at CL=0.15
(3.8% gain)

Outline

Introduction
Aerodynamic Optimisation Background (Mono-Disciplinary)

1.
•

Local optimisations

•

Global optimisations

Multi Disciplinary Optimisation

2.
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•
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•

•
•

All at Once approach, its limits (Supersonic aircraft)
Alternative bi-level approaches for aero-structural optimisations (Engine
pylon, Wing design)
Aero-structural Adjoint optimisation
Other experiments in multicriteria optimisation

Concluding remarks

Advanced Multicriteria Optimisation Strategy
Application to Aero/Sonic Boom optimisations (1/3)

Application: Shape optimisation of a SSBJ
using multicriteria algorithm
Objective: Reduction of the sonic boom at ground
without a deterioration of the aerodynamic performance.

The strategy adopted is based on the Nash Game theory and the split of
territories.
Starting point: aerodynamic optimisation

CEAS2007, 10-13 Sept. 2007, Berlin

Split of the optimisation variables between the different disciplines
Each objective (player) is minimised using a simulated Nash game using a
concurrent strategy
The optimal solution obtained is a Nash equilibrium where no one player
can improve his outcome by changing his own strategy

Advanced Multicriteria Optimisation Strategy
Application to Aero/Sonic Boom optimisations (2/3)
ACOUSTIC
OPTIMISATION
VARIABLES

OBJECTIVE A

OPT A

XA

XB

ACOUSTIC
CODE (TRAPS)
SHAPE
PARAMETERIZATION
CFD
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X={XA,XB}

XA
OPTIMISATION
VARIABLES

OBJECTIVE B

OPT B

XB
AERODYNAMICS
Split of territories

Optimisation stop criteria  Nash equilibrium

Optimisation loop
Optimisation strategy

Advanced Multicriteria Optimization Strategy
Application to Aero/Sonic Boom optimisations (3/3)
First results on axisymmetric fuselage shape
optimisation

Fig.2 Fuselage nose

Fig.3 Fuselage rear part

Fig.1 Pressure signal at ground level

Fig.4 Near field pressure
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INITIAL

OPTIMAL

Concluding remarks
•

Disciplinary optimisation capability is a prerequisite for MDO

•

MDO benefits/requires maximum disciplines autonomy (both for

analysis and design)
•

A key for scalability, validation, maintenance and application in a complex
industrial environment

•

BLISS currently as the most promising approach, but its application to Hi-Fi

DLR-MDO Workshop, 23 Feb. 2011, Braunschweig

MDO is a real challenge ® ongoing experiments
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•

Aeroelastic/Aero-structural Adjoint method is an important ingredient

for Hi-Fi aero-structural MDO
•

Complementary multi-criteria optimisation approaches also
investigated…

Thank you for your attention.
Any questions?
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Optimisation for innovations in the aircraft design and
manufacturing process - research at NLR
Jos Vankan, Robert Maas, Martin Laban
Aerospace Vehicles Division
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Continuous developments of methodologies for aircraft design and analysis are aimed at achieving higher
levels of detail in shorter analysis turn around cycles. In addition, more detailed design analyses are being
required and applied in earlier phases of the aircraft design process where there are still very many degrees
of freedom and few restrictions on the design space [1]. The analyses that are typically used in the aircraft
design process, such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and computational structural mechanics
(CSM) are computationally expensive and are often difficult to combine into efficient integrated aircraft
behaviour simulations. The computational cost strongly increases when these analyses are used within
automated search or optimisation loops that typically may require many (e.g. thousands) design analysis
evaluations. Moreover, the integrated aircraft design analyses usually require specific software (i.e.
particular analysis tools) and hardware (i.e. dedicated computer servers), and are therefore prone to
operational issues such as temporal unavailability of servers or licenses.
In order to deal with the above mentioned issues of computational costs and analyses integration, surrogate
modelling methods (also referred to as meta-models [2] or response surface methods) can be applied. These
methods have shown to effectively deal with the issues [3,4] by providing compact, accurate and
computationally efficient representations of the considered properties of the underlying aircraft design
objectives. The key of the approach lies in the de-coupling of the (computationally expensive) aircraft
design analyses from the automated search and optimization process. The search process now makes use of
the compact and computationally efficient meta-model and allows for high flexibility for further
investigations.
Traditionally, optimization methods are applied to automatically search for design variations by which one
property, expressed in an objective function, is optimized subject to certain constraints. However, in
aircraft multidisciplinary design and optimization (MDO) it is desirable to take into account multiple
product properties of interest and optimize those simultaneously. Typical properties in aircraft design that
may be optimized are for example weight, lift, drag, range, etc. (e.g. [5]). Such simultaneous optimization
can be expressed by a multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem formulation, which can be considered
as a generalization of the traditional (single objective) optimization problem [6]. A multitude of methods
for dealing with MOO problems have evolved in the past decades and are still under significant
development. Among these methods, the category of genetic algorithms has proven to be quite efficient for
MOO problems [7].
In the common optimisation approach, the iterative evaluation of the objectives and constraints of a
complete system are performed within a single optimisation loop. Alternatively, multi-level optimisation
(MLO) approaches are considered where the system is decomposed into its sub-systems (e.g. the multidisciplinary analyses in MDO) and multiple optimisations are run for each of these sub-systems. A
coordination technique based on consistency constraints is applied to coordinate the individual coupled
optimisation problems to the solution of the all-in-one optimisation problem. MLO methods were originally
developed in the MDO area, for example the multi-level optimisation method known as BLISS (Bi-level
integrated system synthesis) [8], but are not exclusively for MDO problems. They can be applied in
optimisation strategies for large scale optimisation problems of complex structures, for example the
optimisation of an aircraft fuselage barrel. The design of such a large aircraft structure involves structural
design analyses, typically by application of finite element method (FEM) models, of the aircraft fuselage
barrel. A natural decomposition of the overall design optimisation problem into two levels exists in these
analyses. These two levels are the whole fuselage barrel level and the level of the individual fuselage

panels. The decomposition into two levels allows for fast analysis with relatively coarse models of the
whole fuselage barrel, while much more detailed models are used for the panel level analyses, yielding
more efficient optimisation cycles yet taking into account high levels of detail in the lower level analyses.
Acknowledgement
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Programme FP7/2007-2013 under grant agreement n°213371 (MAAXIMUS).
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Introduction - General problem statement

Aircraft design:

 requires complex and
expensive analyses

 many design parameters
 multiple objectives and
constraints

e.g. wing design
parameters:
•span
•sweep
•twist
•dihedral
•root chord
•tip chord
•etc.

 optimization requires

many design evaluations

 Extensive search & optimisation is often infeasible

objectives:
•weight
•range
•fuel
•drag
•etc.

3

General approach
• De-couple the search&optimisation
process from the (integrated)
design analysis process
design
• Surrogate models:

analysis

search&
optimisation

• DOE: Efficiently retrieve adequate
representation (data set) of design
analyses
• fit:
interpolate/extrapolate/approximate
data set to create different fits
• validate: assess accuracy of fits
• select: select the fit with best
accuracy (local, global, etc.)
• adapt: update DOE near the optimal
design found in search process

surrogate
models:
• DOE
• fit
• validate
• select
• adapt
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Surrogate models – The MultiFit assessment tool


Multidimensional (input & output) data



Multiple fitting methods



Multiple residuals & cross-validations



Multiple output formats (ML, C, Excel, ...)
Compare

Data
Fit

Save

Assess
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Outline

 Integrated analyses; MDA, MDO
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MDA - Example

7

MDA - MDO

8

MDA - MDO

9

MDA - MDO

Compare

Data
Fit

Save

Assess
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MDA - MDO

Nastran SOL200
optimisation of
wing structure

Compare

Data
Fit

Save

Assess
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MDO - Applications

12

Example – NACRE wing MDO study
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NACRE wing MDO study – Optimisation


data sets from MDA evaluations



180 points, 8-D LHS












best fit surrogate models were
assessed and created (kriging)

fuel
[l/pax/100km]

fuel burn was minimized;
range=3000nm; v_app=135kn
various GA optimisations (GA,
(E)NSGA; npop=100; etc.)

range [nm]

iteratively, data were added
surrogate models were updated
and deployed

fuel
[l/pax/100km]

final minimal fuel burn was
found for constrained and
unconstrained v_app
range [nm]
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NACRE wing MDO study – results overview
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Outline

 Multiple design objectives; MOO
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Example MOO design study - Winglet design










Winglet retrofit design study
Comparison between aircraft with
and without winglets

flight conditions:
(1) Cruise
(2) Climb

9 geometric winglet design
parameters are considered
Integrated multi-disciplinary
analysis of aircraft with winglets
Global design objectives:


minimize drag at cruise



minimize drag at climb



minimize wing bending
moment
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Winglet design – analysis process








Integrated multidisciplinary analysis of
aircraft with winglets
Parametric winglet
geometry is attached to
fixed a/c geometry
Drag increments in 2
flight conditions,
predicted by static
aerodynamic and aeroelastic analyses
Max. wing load increment,
predicted by aero-elastic
analysis and atmospheric
turbulence analysis
Computation time: about 3 hrs.
18

Winglet design – DOE: 112 points space-filling
Inputs

Outputs

19

Winglet design – Results & conclusions








The new optimum
design point is Pareto
optimal
Predicted optimum
design over-estimated
the drag reductions (due
to limited local fit
accuracy)
Bending load in
optimum design was
quite well predicted
Improvement achieved
relative to best point in
data set is small
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Outline

 Multiple levels of fidelity; MLO
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Multi-level optimisation
MLO: Decomposition of the optimisation problem into
multiple coupled optimisation problems, may be useful:
 if the design optimisation problem is of large scale , e.g.

very many design variables

 if the (integrated) design analysis consists of coupled

subsystems, e.g. as in MDO template

 if some design variables are specific to certain

subsystems in the design analysis, e.g. aero in MDO

22

Overview of MLO methods
Optimization by Linear Decomposition (OLD)

Sobieski, 1982

Concurrent SubSpace Optimization (CSSO)

Sobieski, 1987

Collaborative Optimization (CO)

Braun and Kroo, 1997

Bi-Level Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS)

Sobieski et al., 1998

Analytical Target Cascading (ATC)

Kim et al., 2001

Quasi-separable Subsystem Decomposition (QSD)

Haftka and Watson, 2005

Augmented Lagrangian ATC (ATC-AL)

Tosserams et al., 2008

and many more...1
1

Ref.: A.J. de Wit, A unified approach towards decomposition and coordination for multi-level
optimization, PhD thesis, Delft University of Technology, 2009
23

MLO in structural design
 Optimisation of large composite structures, like

aircraft fuselage, involves very many design
variables and (non-linear) constraint functions

 Such large scale optimisation problems can be

decomposed into multiple (coupled) smaller
scale optimisation problems

 Focus here is on decomposition into two levels:

coupling constraints

the fuselage barrel level and panel level

 Barrel level: accounts for load distribution and

yields global objective

 Panel level: accounts for detailed design

variables and yields local constraint values
24

MLO of composite fuselage barrel-panel




Based on (simple) parametric FEM
models on barrel and panel level (~15
kdof and 40 kdof, resp.)
Only one barrel-level loadcase was
considered (5.4 MN compression and
5.8 MNm torsion)



Two MLO design parameters:
 skin thickness
 stringer height



MLO objective is total barrel mass



MLO constraint is only skin buckling



MLO interface is based on local loads

crown region
keel region

local loads
in barrel

skin thickness
stringer height
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MLO: Barrel-panel ML optimisations


Barrel optimisation:
 could be run in “optimtool”
 evaluation takes about 10s on
standard PC
 Results:

Initial
Optimal

t skin crown
4
2.593

ts kin keel
4
1.873

hstrin ger crown
25
27.001

h stringer keel
25
25.127

MassBarrel
49073
36079

-26%


Results:
 Optimum barrel was found
 quick barrel level convergence
could be achieved
 issue: global panel buckling
 issue: poor representation of
optimum str.h. surr.model
(kriging-cE), but MoE
surr.model may improve this
26

In summary
 NLR has been working on methods developments for

aircraft design and optimisation in the past decades

 Involvement in various R&D projects, and still ongoing
 Aerodynamic, structural mechanics, and integrated

analyses are combined with various optimisation
strategies

 Surrogate modelling approach has proven an efficient

and versatile methodology

 Many challenges for further integration of advanced

analysis and optimisation methods are still open
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Thank you for your attention
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Abstract
Several aspects of aerodynamic wing design and optimization can take advantage of multiobjective evolutionary optimization techniques. Here, in particular, a classic wing design
optimization with static aero-structural coupling is first illustrated and discussed as
introductory example. Subsequently, with the help of another design example, it is illustrated
how a multi-objective approach can be used to simplify a complex aerodynamic shape
design problem that, otherwise, would have been very difficult to solve with evolutionary
computation. This last point is then further investigated and an innovative approach to
surrogate and reduced fidelity modelling introduction in the optimization loop is described,
in which the multi-objective optimization framework is used to analyze the implications of
mixing fitness evaluators with different levels of precision. A new 'Asymmetric elitist MultiObjective Genetic Algorithm' (AMOGAe) is, consequently, introduced. In “AMOGAe” one
objective is computed using "low fidelity" evaluations and the other one with “high fidelity”
evaluations. This algorithm is characterized by an asymmetry in the evaluation of the
objectives, so that the low fidelity objective is computed much more times than the high
fidelity one. As a final application example, it is illustrated how uncertainty handling
techniques can be used, taking advantage of a multi-objective framework, to improve the
quality and robustness of natural laminar flow wing designs.
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Outline

Multi-objective
optimization
Multi-disciplinary
design

A tool for uncertainty
handling
Solution space
exploration

Helper for difficult SO
problems

2 Workshop on Multi-Disciplinary/Multi-Objective Optimisation, February 23, 2011

New approach to
multi-fidelity design
optimization

Static Aero-Structural Coupling
Steps:
1. CFD solution
2. Integration of pressure & loads computation
3. Computational Structural Mechanics
4. Aerodynamic master surfaces (Jig Shape) deformation
5. Check for convergence (usually, 1-2 iterations)
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Loads and Displacement Field Transfer




Sectional forces and moments
are computed as surface
pressure/friction integrals.
Loads are reduced as forces
and torques concentrated in
beam nodes.

 Beam generalized displacements are
translated into wing section rigid
translations and rotations (good
approximation for high aspect ratio
wings).
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Application Example
 Wing-Body configuration (high aspect ratio wing)
 Inviscid air flow, ~200,000 grid points
 Design Points:
 Cruise point: minimization of pressure drag
 Pull-up maneuver (nz=1.39): minimization of structural stress and deformation
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Optimization Setup
wing twist

± 3°

wing section shape

-0.25:0.25 (68 variables)

beam section thicknesses

-0.3:0.3 m

wing setting angle

± 3°

M∞

0.74

altitude

11000 [m]

M∞

0.33

altitude

3000 [m]

Lift coefficient @DP 1

CL = 0.55

Lift coefficient @DP 2

CL = 1.31

Angle of attack @DP 2

< 5.5°

T.E. angle

< 0.050

L.E. radius

< 0.00150

CD

To be minimized @ DP 1

 P2 f  z 

To be minimized @ DP 2

Design variables

Design Point 1
Design Point 2
Constraints

Objective 0
Objective 1

 VM

max

P1
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Results
 MOGA run with elitistic strategy on structural objective and DP 2


80 generations, population size=8, 8 processors
Solutions penalised
on DP 2
ID 998
Lift penalty on DP 2 activated

ID 997

ID 997

ID 998

Obj 1

36.306

31.223

Obj 2

48.006

53.974

Feasible solutions
“real” Pareto front
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Solutions penalised
on DP 1

Pareto Solutions Comparison: Span Load
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Pareto Solutions Comparison: Structures
0.018

0.12

ID 997
ID 998
BASELINE

0.016
0.014

ID 997
ID 998
BASELINE

0.10

0.012

0.08

Izz

Ixx

0.010
0.06

0.008
0.006

0.04

0.004
0.02
0.002
0.000

0.00
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Y/b

1.0E+08

ID 997
ID 998
BASELINE

8.0E+07

sigma y [Pa]

7.0E+07
6.0E+07
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Aerodynamic Optimization of a Very Light Jet Aircraft
using RANS flow models

Operating points

Priorities
-

Pressure altitude True Airspeed Reynolds number
[ft]
[KTAS / m.s-1] Related to Cr / Ct

Mach
-

Cruise 1

35,000

400 / 205.8

12.3 106 / 4.6 106

0.694

Cruise 2

31,000

420 / 216.1

14.6 106 / 5.4 106

0.716

Cruise 3

41,000

350 / 180.0

8.2 106 / 3.1 106

0.610

Low speed 4

0

90 / 46.3

7.2 106 / 2.7 106

0.136
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Wing+body+nacelle optimization
Physical modeling
 The optimization process has to include the engine mass flow in the simulation
and to take into account its effects on the wing laminar flow.

V   72.57

Kg
m2 s

V Exhaust  102.4
V Inlet  66.16

Kg V Exhaust
;
 1.410
V 
m2 s

Kg
;
m2 s

V Inlet
V 

 0.915

p0 Exhaust T0 Exhaust

 1.835
p0 
T0 

Normalized mass flow on engine boundary faces
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Wing Design Problem Definition
Geometric constraints:
Wing Area (Reference Area) : 22 m²
Aspect Ratio : 8.05
Taper Ratio : 0.370
Sweep Angle (@ 25% Chord) : 16.686 °
Maximum Thickness ratio
 At root, 13.5%, At tip, 9%
 Trailing edge thickness > 3.5 mm (blunt trailing edge with straight base)
 Fuel tank volume > 0.6205 m3






Aerodynamic constraints:
 Aircraft lift coefficient at Cruise 1 in the [0:20; 0:30] range
 Extension of laminar flow in the semi-spanwise segment 25%-85% (from
centerline) at Cruise Priority 1:
 Suction side: not less than 60% chord
 Pressure side: not less than 40% chord
 Maximum lift coefficient at Low Speed point 4 not less than 1.40
 Initial stalling must not occur on the aileron area (approximately in the area
70%-100% of semi-span.
 Pitching moment coefficient with respect to 25% of Mean Aerodynamic Chord:
CM > -0.1.
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Wing Design Problem Definition
objectives and constraints setup
DESIGN VARIABLES
DESIGN POINT 1

DESIGN POINT 2
CONSTRAINTS

OBJECTIVES

WING SECTION TWIST
WING SECTION SHAPE
MACH
REYNOLDS
LREF [M]
ALTITUDE [M]
MACH
REYNOLDS
WING CL @ DP1
WING CM @ DP1
FUEL TANK VOLUME
MAXIMUM CL @ DP2
L/D @ DP1
LAMINAR EXTENT @ DP1

The laminar extent is computed as

X

5 SECTIONS, 3 DESIGN VARIABLES
5 SECTION, 68 DESIGN VARIABLES
0.694
9.0E+06
1.786
35000
0.136
5.27E+06
[0.20 : 0.30]
> -0.1
>
 1.40
TO BE MAXIMIZED
TO BE MAXIMIZED

2 b/2
X tr  y  dy

0
b

where Xtr(y) is the locus of transition locations along the wing span and b is the wing span length. It
represents the ratio between the laminar flow area and the total wing area.
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Optimization strategy
Optimization Stages
Problem difficulties:
 Many design variables are needed to control wing shape and twist angle
distribution.
 The engine in working condition makes the geometry and the corresponding flow
quite complex.
 The CFD estimation of the maximum lift coefficient at low speed is
computationally very expensive for a complete aerodynamic evaluation.

Preliminary design of wing section shape with reduced order methods:
 This is feasible because we deal with the aerodynamic flow at low transonic
Mach number around a wing with low sweep angle;
 Furthermore a properly designed airfoil shape positively affects the wing
aerodynamic behavior in take-off and landing.
 A multi-point approach coupled to 2.5D methods has proved to be one of the
best compromise in laminar wing design:
 Indeed, reliable 3D performances prediction, wide design space search and
computational speed are matched at the same time.

The optimization task has been split in two separate stages:



a preliminary stage consisting in wing airfoil optimization
a final stage in which the wing shape is optimized by taking into account the
fully three-dimensional flow around wing, fuselage and engine nacelle.
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Optimization strategy
2.5D Airfoil Optimization

 The objective of this preliminary phase is to optimize selected wing
sections at and around ideal span load conditions. The idea is to get
airfoil shapes which maintain an optimal performance throughout a
range of design points
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Optimization strategy
Full 3D Transonic Laminar Wing Design
Design and of a wing+body+nacelle group for low transonic VLJ configuration
Evolutionary-based optimization + RANS + BL stability computations
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Airfoil optimization
AG setup and run
 Two set of GA runs have been made, sharing design variables and design
points but with a different optimization strategy
 An exploratory MOGA with 2 competing objectives (Obj 1=cruise, Obj 2=low speed).
 A refinement SOGA combining Obj 1 and Obj 2 through weights and penalties, and
with the initial population elements selected among the Pareto set of the MOGA

Population: 24 individuals. Generations: 500
Binary encoding with Gray code
Design variables coded using a 31-bit substring
Crossover activation probability: 80%
Bit-mutation rate: 0.7 %
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Population: 32 individuals. Generations: 300
Binary encoding with Gray code
Design variables coded using a 31-bit substring
Crossover activation probability: 80%
Bit-mutation rate: 0.5 %

Airfoil optimization
Results (1/2)
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Airfoil optimization
Results (2/2)
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Wing+body+nacelle optimization
AG setup and run

 The final GA run on the 3D configuration is a SOGA with the objective defined
to improve only the most important cruise point.

Population: 16 individuals. Generations: 14
Binary encoding with Gray code
Design variables coded using a 31-bit substring
Crossover activation probability: 80%
Bit-mutation rate: 0.5 %
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Wing+body+nacelle optimization
Results (1/3)
 Globally, the optimization run has achieved an improvement of the objective
function of about 17% with respect to the baseline.

Laminar extent comparison (%) suction side
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Laminar extent comparison (%) pressure side

Wing+body+nacelle optimization
Results (2/3)

Baseline wing span loading

Polar curves
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Optimal wing span loading

Aerodynamic efficiency

Wing+body+nacelle optimization
Results (3/3)

Optimal wing transition line on
pressure contour map at various
AOAs, pressure side

Optimal wing transition lines on
pressure contour map at various
AOAs, suction side
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New approach to
multi-fidelity design
optimization

Multi-fidelity design optimization
The multi-objective optimization framework can be used to analyze the
implications of mixing fitness evaluators with different levels of precision
because the relations between f and its approximated model g are well
described by this two-objective problem:

min f (x), g (x)
x

Euler + Boundary Layer - Full Potential comparison
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Multi-fidelity design optimization
Pareto front trade-off analysis


Given this framework, we want figure out an interleaving
strategy that minimizes the number of exact function
evaluations.



The limit of this approach is that in a real optimization run
the Pareto front is unknown.



To overcome this limit an Asymmetric multi-objective
optimization algorithm “AMOGAe” is introduced.



This algorithm is characterized by an asymmetry in the
evaluation of the objectives, so that the cheap approximation
is used much more times than the “high fidelity” evaluation.
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Multi-fidelity design optimization
AMOGAe – Simple asymmetric MOGA with elitism
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Multi-fidelity design optimization
Application to a wing design problem
 The minimization of inviscid drag in cruise
conditions is required for a tapered wing
with a sweep angle of 20:
min CD at: M = 0.80 and CL = 0.50
 Sweep angle and taper ratio are assigned.
 Maximum thickness at each section cannot
decrease.
 The constraint on lift coefficient is explicitly
satisfied using the angle of attack as a free
parameter.
Flow solver and accuracy levels

Design variables

 The in-house developed ZEN Euler/Navier Twist angle and the section shape at five
Stokes solver was used for flow calculations.
span-wise stations.
 Three different grid levels were used to have  Ten control points (in y direction) of a Bsolutions with different fidelity levels.
SPLINE curve are the design variables
coarse medium fine
that control section shape.
grid size (cells) 1792 14336 114688
 55 design variables are used in total.
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Multi-fidelity design optimization
Application to a wing design problem (results)
Plain GA run
AMOGAe run

AMOGAe high fidelity obj
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AMOGAe low fidelity obj
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Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Laminar flow wing design: advantages and challenges
 Challenge
 design of swept wing shapes with a large extension of laminar flow in their
working conditions

 Advantage
 tremendous performance advantage, in terms of viscous drag force, w.r.t.
traditional turbulent wings

 Problems to be faced
 Design, manufacturing and maintenance difficulties
 Difficulty of obtaining natural laminar flow with pronounced swept wings
and high Reynolds numbers: Re>20·106
 Difficulty in reliable estimation of the point of transition from laminar
to turbulent flow
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Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Overview of laminar-turbulent transition on a swept wing
Instabilities types

Instabilities mechanisms
External stochastic disturbances
(Vortical, acoustic, facility
noise, roughness, model defects)

Receptivity Mechanism
(link between the excitation sources
and the initial BL disturbance amplitude)

Linear growth
(well described by the
Linear Stability Theory – eN method)

Non linear growth

Image from G. Schrauf et al, First European
Forum on Laminar Flow Technology

Instability type/mechanism
addressed in the present work
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Turbulent flow

Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Transition prediction methods

Critical source of uncertainty
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Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Numerical prediction uncertainties
 The threshold N factor value at which the flow regime changes from laminar to
turbulent, is not known a priori
 the transition location is also not known a priori
 The critical N factor value must be estimated by experimental observation
 measurements are usually affected by intrinsic variability and
uncertainties
 Scatter distribution in the NTR
determination
 Problem
 Determine Scatter of NTR
 Determine scatter of transition
point XTR
 Optimize and reduce scatter
of XTR
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EU Research
• ELFIN I
• ELFIN II
Aircraft:
Fokker F100

Uncertainty handling in NLF design

 Real-life design parameter variability
 Avoid failure probability
 Minimize sensitivity for a robust design
 Assure reliability of the product
 Stochastic Methods
 Monte Carlo
 First Order Second Moment (FOSM)
 First Order Reliability Method (FORM)
 Second Order Reliability Method (SORM)
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Failure Domain

Probabilistic Modeling – Robustness & Reliability Engineering

Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Probabilistic Modeling – Robustness Analysis

 Robustness analysis
– Sigma (standard deviation) as measurement

 Robustness analysis method
– Sampling Method
• Monte Carlo Method
• Importance sampling

– Approximation Method
• First order second moment (FOSM)
• Monte Carlo on linear model

– Correlation analysis

 Robustness-based design optimization
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Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Probabilistic Modeling – Monte Carlo Method
 Identify the sensitivity of the design to small perturbations of the design variables at
any point in the design space
 Generate random combinations for the given input parameter distribution

y 

1 N
( yi  y ) 2

N  1 i 1
Often applied for benchmarking and validation
purposes
Disadvantage: requires high number of
simulations
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Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Probabilistic Modeling – FOSM: First Order Second Moment

•
•

Estimation of output variability based on input variability and first order
derivatives
Use models to quickly evaluate first order derivatives
2

 y 
  x2i
i 1  xi 
n

 y2   

Disadvantages:
• Only Gaussian (normal) distributions
• # experiments = # variables with distribution
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Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Probabilistic Modeling – Robustness Based Optimization

• Explore the design space to verify if a design exists that
– minimizes the objective function AND
– fulfills the robustness requirements

• Optimization methods using Sigma as objective
– Robust design:
• Minimize y
• Or

• Constrain y

– Reliability:
• Constraint on y+6•y
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Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Wing design problem setup
Reference Data
M∞
Re∞
Lref
Wing Area

Value
0.694
5.45*106
1.79 m
11.0 m2

Constraints
CL
Maximum Trailing Edge Angle
Minimum Leading Edge Radius
Objectives
CD
Xtr upper
Xtr lower
Sigma(average(Xtr upper))

Value
0.4
5°
0.15 mm
Basevalue
0
70%
60%

Design Variables
AOA
Wing Twist (25 sections)
Wing Section Shape (25 sections)

Upper Bound
5°
0.3°
0.035
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Lower Bound
0°
-0.3°
-0.035

Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Results – Pareto Front
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Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Results – Pressure Drag vs. Laminar Extent

Laminar Extent

Pressure
drag

N = 21.41

N = 20.41

BASELINE

0.4745

0.5277

0.0142

ID 116

0.4827

0.5298

0.0140

ID 455

0.6507

0.6509

0.0157

XM

2

b
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b/2

X
0

tr

dy

Uncertainty handling in NLF design
Results – Transition Line Position Comparison
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Conclusions
 Wing design optimization problems that can take advantage of multiobjective evolutionary optimization have been presented:
 Classic wing design optimization with aero-structural coupling.
 Complex aerodynamic shape design problem that can take advantage of
multi-objective approach to attain substantial simplification.
 Innovative approach to surrogate and reduced fidelity modelling
introduction in the optimization loop through multi-objective AMOGAe
algorithm.
 Robustness of nominal design to variations of N exponent in Natural
Laminar Flow wing design.

Thank you for your attention!
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Split of territory for two-discipline optimization
Jean-Antoine Désidéri,
Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA)
Centre de Sophia-Antipolis Méditerranée
2004, Route des Lucioles, BP 93, F-06902 Sophia Antipolis cedex (France)
Jean-Antoine.Desideri@inria.fr
Multi-Disciplinary/Multi-Objective Optimisation Workshop, 23 Feb. 2011,
DLR-Braunschweig (Germany)

A methodology for the numerical treatment of a two-objective minimization problem,
possibly subject to equality constraints is proposed. Such a problem is a basic step in
multidisciplinary optimization, sometimes referred to as concurrent engineering. Here, we
consider the case where one criterion to be minimized, JA , is preponderant over the second,
JB , that is, either more critical or more fragile. The problem is formulated as a parametric
optimization in which the two criteria are smooth functions of a common design vector
Y ∈ RN . The numerical procedure is made in two steps [2].
In the first step, the criterion associated with the preponderant criterion JA (Y), or primary
discipline, is minimized first, alone, to full convergence by hypothesis, yielding the design
∗ . As a result, the gradient vector, ∇J ∗ , the Hessian matrix, H ∗ , and the K constraint
vector YA
A
A
∗ . In practice, such information may be
gradients, ∇g∗k are assumed to be known at Y = YA
difficult to calculate exactly when the finite-dimensional parametric formulation is the result
of discretizing functionals of the distributed solution of a complex set of partial differential
equations, as it is the case in the prototype example of aerodynamic optimum-shape design;
then, possibly, but not necessarily, the exact derivatives can be replaced by approximations
through metamodeling of the functionals.
In preparation of the second step, the entire parametric space is then split into two
supplementary subspaces on the basis of the analysis of the second variation of the primary
functional. The construction is such that infinitesimal perturbations in the design vector Y
∗ lying in the second subspace, whose dimension p is adjustable (p ≤ N − K), cause
about YA
potentially the least degradation of the primary functional value. In other words, the second
subspace is the subspace of dimension p of least sensitivity of the preponderant criterion JA .
In the second step of the optimization, a Nash equilibrium [3] is sought between the
two disciplines by introducing two virtual players, each one in charge of minimizing its
own criterion, JA or JB , w.r.t. a small set of parameters that generates one of the above two
supplementary subspaces. In this way, the secondary criterion is potentially reduced, while
not increasing unduly the primary criterion from its initial minimum.
The Nash game is given a particular form in which a continuation parameter ε (0 ≤
∗ achieved at completion of the first step
ε ≤ 1) is introduced. The optimum solution YA
of the optimization is proved to be a Nash equilibrium solution of our formulation for
ε = 0. Thus, as ε increases from 0 to 1, the formulation provides a continuum of Nash
1

equilibrium solutions, corresponding to a smooth introduction of the trade-off between the
two disciplines. Along the continuum, the initial derivative of the primary functional w.r.t. ε
is also proved to be equal to zero, which can be viewed as a robust design result. In practice
this offers the designer the possibility to elect a design point along the continuum.
The methodology is illustrated here by the treatment a difficult exercise of a generic
aircraft wing shape optimization w.r.t. two criteria, one representative of the aerodynamic
performance (drag) and the other of the structural design (average stress) taken from B. Abou
El Majd’s doctoral thesis [1].
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Multi-objective optimization
Various examples in aerodynamic design in Aeronautics
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• Criteria are usually field functionals, thus costly-to-evaluate
• Multi-criterion (single-flow conditions)
– e.g. lift and moments (stability/maneuverability)

• Multi-point (several flow conditions) e.g.:
– drag reduction at several cruise conditions (towards “robust design”), or
– lift maximization at take-off or landing conditions, drag reduction at cruise

• Multi-discipline (Aerodynamics + others)
– e.g. aerodynamic performance versus criteria related to:
structural design, acoustics, thermal loads, etc
– Special case: ’preponderant’ or ’fragile’ discipline

• Objective: devise cost-efficient algorithms to determine
appropriate trade-offs between concurrent minimization
problems associated with the criteria JA , JB , ...
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Notion of
dominance/non-dominance

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives

for minimization problems

Nash games
A challenging exercise
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An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Let Y ∈ RN denote the vector of design variables.
If several minimization problems are to be considered concurrently,
a design point Y 1 is said to dominate the design point Y 2 ,
symbolically
Y1  Y2
iff, for all the criteria to be minimized J = JA , JB , ...
J Y1 ≤ J Y2





and at least one of these inequalities is strict.
Otherwise: non-dominance ⇐⇒ Y 1  Y 2 and Y 2  Y 1
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Pareto fronts
GA’s relying on fitness function related to front index
•
•
•
•

NPGA : Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm, Goldberg et al, 1994
NSGA : Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm, Srinivas & Deb, 1994
MOGA : Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm, Fonseca et al, 1998
SPEA : Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm, Zitzler et al, 1999

JB

JA
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Example of airfoil shape
concurrent optimization
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JA : transonic- cruise pressure drag (minimization);
JB : subsonic take-off or landing lift (maximization);
Euler equations; Marco et al, INRIA RR 3686 (1999).

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
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(independent simulations on a coarse and a fine meshes)
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Non-dominated designs

General conclusion
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• Principal merits
• Very rich unbiased information provided to designer
• Very general : applies to non-convex, or discontinuous
Pareto-equilibrium fronts

• Main disadvantages
• Incomplete sorting (decision still to be made)
• Very costly
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1. Agglomerated criterion

Nash games
A challenging exercise

Minimize agglomerated criterion

Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

J = α JA + β JB + ...
for some appropriate constants α, β, ...
[α] ∼ [JA ]−1 , [β] ∼ [JB ]−1
Unphysical, arbitrary, lacks of generality, ...

Similar alternative :
• First, solve n independent single-objective minimizations :
J ∗ = min J

for J = JA , JB , ...

• Second, solve the following multi-constrained single-objective
minimization problem :
min T

subject to : JA ≤ JA∗ + αT , JB ≤ JB∗ + βT , ...
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2. Pointwise determination of Pareto front

Introduction: the classical Pareto
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Shortcomings:

Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

JB

• Functional constraints
• Logically complex in case of:

(
βj

• numerous criteria
• discontinuous Pareto front

min JA
s.t. JB = βj

(

min JB
s.t. JA = αi

αi

JA
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Alternatives
3. Multi-level modeling

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

• For each discipline A, B , ..., consider a hierarchy of models and
corresponding criteria based on POD, ANN, Kriging, surface
response, interpolation, ...;
• Devise a multi-level strategy for multi-objective optimization in
which complexity is gradually introduced.
This is the strategy adopted in the « OMD » Network on
Multi-Disciplinary Optimization supported by the French ANR.
See also: web site of Prof. K. Giannakoglou for acceleration
techniques using parallel computing:
http://velos0.ltt.mech.ntua.gr/research/
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Alternatives

IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
Engineering

4. Game strategies

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

• Symmetrical game:
Nash
• Unsymmetrical or hierarchical game:
Stackelberg (leader-follower)
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Nash games
A challenging exercise
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Nash games for 2 criteria;
equilibrium

IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
Engineering
Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise

• Split the design vector Y into two sub-vectors:

Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy

Y = (YA , YB )

General conclusion

and use them as the strategies of two independent players A
and B in charge of minimizing the criteria JA and JB
respectively.



• Seek an equilibrium point Y = Y A , Y B such that:
Y A = ArgminYA JA YA , Y B



and
Y B = ArgminYB JB Y A , YB



... many examples in market or social negociations.
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Possible parallel algorithm
implementation
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Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives

Often requires under-relaxation to converge

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

1

Initialize both sub-vectors:
(0)

YA := YA
2

Perform in parallel:
(0)

• Retrieve and maintain fixed YB = YB
• Update YA alone
by KA design
 cyclesto minimize or
(0)

reduce JA YA , YB
3

(0)

YB := YB

(KA )

; obtain YA

(0)

//

• Retrieve and maintain fixed YA = YA
• Update YB alone
by KB design
 cyclesto minimize or

(KB )

(0)

reduce JB YA , YB ; obtain YB

.

.

Update sub-vectors to prepare information exchange
(0)

YA

(KA )

:= YA

(0)

YB

(KB )

:= YB

and return to step 2 or stop (if convergence achieved).
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Invariance of Nash equilibrium

IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
Engineering

through arbitrary scaling laws

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Let Φ and Ψ be smooth, strictly monotone-increasing functions.



The Nash equilibrium point Y A , Y B associated with the
formulation:
h
i
Y A = ArgminYA Φ JA YA , Y B
and

h

Y B = ArgminYB Ψ JB Y A , YB

i

does not depend on Φ or Ψ.
The split of territories, Y = (YA , YB ), is therefore the
sole critical element in a Nash game.
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My basic problematics

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Given smooth criteria JA (Y ), JB (Y ), ... (Y ∈ RN ) and exact or
approximate information about gradients and Hessians, determine
an appropriate split of design variables Y to realize a multi-criterion
optimization via a sensible Nash game.
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A difficult two-discipline wing
shape optimization

IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
Engineering
Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives

Jeux dynamiques en optimisation couplée
fluide-structure. In: Abou El Majd, Doctoral Thesis,
University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis, September 2007.

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy

Y = ( Y A , Y S ) ∈ RN

General conclusion

• Aerodynamics – minYA JA :
JA =

CD
CD0

4



+ 10 max 0, 1 −

CL



CL0

• Structural design – minYS JS :
ZZ
JS =
S





V
S
kσ.nk dS + K1 max 0, 1 −
+ K2 max 0,
−1
VA

SA

stress σ calculated by EDF code ASTER; SA and VA wing
surface and volume after aerodynamic optimization
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A trial splitting strategy using
primitive variables

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting

A total of 12 degrees of freedom (4 × 1 × 1)

An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Alternating split of root and tip parameters
Structural territory:
4 vertical displacements of mid-control-points of upper and lower surfaces, YS ∈ R4
Aerodynamic territory: 8 remaining vertical displacements, YA ∈ R8

S

A

A

ROOT
A

S

A
A

S

A
TIP

A

S

A
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Convergence of the two criteria
(simplex iterations)

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives

Asymptotic Nash equilibrium

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

PRESSURE DRAG (JA )

STRESS INTEGRAL (JS )

Very antagonistic coupling
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Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games

Aerodynamic optimum shape
and shape resulting from
inappropriate Nash equilibrium

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Aerodynamics optimized alone

Unacceptable coupling
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Recommended Eigensplitting

IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
Engineering

Split of Territories in Concurrent Optimization, J.A.D.,
INRIA Research Report 6108, 2007;

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives

https://hal.inria.fr/inria-00127194

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy

(1) First Phase : optimize primary discipline (A) alone

General conclusion

min JA (Y )

Y ∈RN

subject to K equality constraints:
T

g (Y ) = ( g1 , g2 , ..., gK ) = 0
Get :
1

Single-discipline optimal design vector : YA∗

2

Hessian matrix (primary discipline) : HA∗ = HA (YA∗ )

3

Active constraint gradients : ∇gk∗ = ∇gk (YA∗ ) (k = 1, 2, ..., K )
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Eigensplitting - cont’d
(2) Construct orthogonal basis in preparation of split

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting

1

An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

2

Transform {∇gk∗ } into {ωk } (k = 1, 2, ..., K ) by Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization process
Form projection matrix :
P = I − ω1



3

4

   t
  1 t  2   2 t
ω − ω ω − · · · − ωK ωK

Restrict Hessian matrix to subspace tangent to constraint
surfaces :
HA0 = P HA∗ P
Diagonnalize matrix HA0 :
HA0 = Ω Diag(hk0 ) Ωt

(h10 ≥ h20 ≥ ... ≥ hK0 )

Tail column-vectors of matrix Ω correspond to directions of least
sensitivity of primary criterion JA subject to constraints.
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Eigensplitting - end
(3) Organize the Nash game in the eigenvector-basis Ω

Nash games
A challenging exercise

Consider the splitting of parameters defined by:

Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy



General conclusion

Y = YA∗ + Ω



U
V




, U =


u1
.
.
.







, V = 



uN −p



vp
. 
. 
. 
v1

(1)

Let ε be a small positive parameter (0 ≤ ε ≤ 1), and let Y ε denote the Nash equilibrium point
associated with the concurrent optimization problem:





min

U ∈RN −p

JA

Subject to: g = 0

and


 min JAB
V ∈Rp

(2)

 Subject to: no constraints

in which again the constraint g = 0 is not considered when K = 0, and

JAB :=

JA
JA∗


+ε

θ

JB
JB∗

−

JA
JA∗


(3)

where θ is a strictly-positive relaxation parameter (θ < 1: under-relaxation; θ > 1:
over-relaxation).
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Theorem; conclusions 1.
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Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Then:

•

[Optimality of orthogonal decomposition] If the matrix HA0 is positive semi-definite, which is
the case in particular if the primary problem is unconstrained (K = 0), or if it is subject to
linear equality constraints, its eigenvalues have the following structure:
h10 = h20 = ... = hK0 = 0 hK0 +1 ≥ hK0 +2 ≥ ... ≥ hN0 ≥ 0

(4)

and the tail associated eigenvectors { ωk } (K + 1 ≤ k ≤ N) have the following variational
characterization:

ωN

= Argminω |ω . HA∗ ω|

s.t. kωk = 1 and ω ⊥ ω1 , ω2 , ..., ωK

ωN −1

= Argminω |ω . HA∗ ω|

N −2

= Argminω |ω . HA∗ ω|


s.t. kωk = 1 and ω ⊥ ω1 , ω2 , ..., ωK , ωN

s.t. kωk = 1 and ω ⊥ ω1 , ω2 , ..., ωK , ωN , ωN −1

ω



(5)

.
.
.
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Theorem; conclusions 2
(cont’d).
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Nash games
A challenging exercise

•

Hierarchical territory splitting

[Preservation of optimum point as a Nash equilibrium] For ε = 0, a Nash equilibrium point
exists and it is:

An n-discipline optimization strategy

Y 0 = YA∗

General conclusion

•

(6)

[Robustness of original design] If the Nash equilibrium point exists for ε > 0 and
sufficiently small, and if it depends smoothly on this parameter, the functions:



jA (ε) = JA Y ε ,

jAB (ε) = JAB Y ε



(7)

are such that:
jA0 (0) = 0

(8)

jAB (0) = θ − 1 ≤ 0

(9)

jA (ε) = JA∗ + O (ε2 )

(10)

jAB (ε) = 1 + (θ − 1) ε + O (ε2 )

(11)

0

and
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Theorem; conclusions 3 (end).
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An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

•

In case of linear equality constraints, the Nash equilibrium point satisfies identically:
uk (ε) = 0

(1 ≤ k ≤ K )

N −p

Y ε = YA∗ +

∑

k =K +1

•

(12)

p

uk (ε) ωk +

∑ vj (ε) ωN +1−j

(13)

j =1

For K = 1 and p = N − 1, the Nash equilibrium point Y ε is Pareto optimal.
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Aerodynamic & structural
concurrent optimization exercise

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives

From B. Abou El Majd’s Doctoral Thesis

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

First strategy: split of primitive variables
(after many unsuccessful trials)
A total of 8 degrees of freedom (3 × 1 × 1)
Structural
criterion JS :
root, YS ∈ R4

S

S

S

S
A

A
A

A

Aerodynamic
criterion JA :
tip, YA ∈ R4
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Aerodynamic metamodel vs
structural model

IX. Multi-Objective
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Split of primitive variables - convergence of the two criteria

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting

COUPLAGE AERO. VS COQUES MINCES: JEU DE NASH
1.1

An n-discipline optimization strategy

Joueur A
Joueur S

General conclusion
1.08

1.06

J_S / J_A

1.04

1.02

1

0.98

0.96

0.94
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

ITERATIONS

• Nash equilibrium not completely reached (yet)
• But acceptable improved solution attained
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Aerodynamic metamodel vs
structural model
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Introduction: the classical Pareto
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Split of primitive variables - evolution of cross sections

Nash games

YS

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

YA
• Structural parameters YS enlarge and round
out root; shape altered in shock region
• Aerodynamic parameters YA attempt to
compensate in the critical tip region
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Aerodynamic metamodel vs
structural model

IX. Multi-Objective
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Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games

Projected-Hessian-based Eigensplit - convergence of the
two criteria

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
COUPLAGE AERO. VS COQUES MINCES: JEU DE NASH

An n-discipline optimization strategy
1.1

General conclusion

Joueur A
Joueur S
1.08
1.06

J_S / J_A

1.04
1.02
1
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

ITERATIONS

• More stable Nash equilibrium reached
• Aero. criterion: < 3% degradation; Structural: ∼ 7% gain
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Nash games

Aerodynamic metamodel vs
structural model
Projected-Hessian-based Eigensplit - evolution of cross
sections

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Sensitive
Shock
Region

• Smoother, and smaller deviation
• Meta-model-based split able to identify
structural parameters preserving the
geometry spanwise in the shock region !!!
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Eulerian aerodynamic model vs
structural model
Split of primitive variables - convergence of the two criteria

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion
NASH GAME COUPLING THE EULER EQUATIONS WITH A THIN-SHELL MODEL
1.1
CRITERION J_A
CRITERION J_S
1.08

J_S/J_S* ET J_A/J_A*

1.06

1.04

1.02

1

0.98

0.96

0.94
0

50

100

150

200
ITERATIONS

250

300

350
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Eulerian aerodynamic model vs
structural model
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Split of primitive variables - evolution of cross sections

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting

a) Root

An n-discipline optimization strategy

b) Mid-span

c) Tip

General conclusion

Z section: 7.540000e+00 / [7.540000e+00 7.532460e+03]

Z section: 3.770000e+03 / [7.540000e+00 7.532460e+03]

150

Z section: 7.532460e+03 / [7.540000e+00 7.532460e+03]
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3200
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3800

ONLY MINUTE SHAPE VARIATIONS PERMITTED BY
CONSTRAINTS =⇒ poor performance of optimization
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Eulerian aerodynamic model vs
structural model
Projected-Hessian-based Eigensplit - convergence of the
two criteria

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion
NASH GAME COUPLING THE EULER EQUATIONS WITH A THIN-SHELL MODEL
1.1
CRITERION J_A
CRITERION J_S

J_S/J_S* ET J_A/J_A*
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Eulerian aerodynamic model vs
structural model
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Projected-Hessian-based Eigensplit - evolution of cross
sections

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy

a) Root

General conclusion

b) Mid-span

Z section: 7.540000e+00 / [7.540000e+00 7.532460e+03]

c) Tip

Z section: 3.770000e+03 / [7.540000e+00 7.532460e+03]

150

Z section: 7.532460e+03 / [7.540000e+00 7.532460e+03]
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A SUBSPACE RESPECTING CONSTRAINTS HAS BEEN FOUND
IN WHICH OPTIMIZATION CAN PERFORM
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Mach number surface
distributions
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Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games

Original aerodynamic absolute optimum vs recommended
Nash equilibrium solution

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Original aerodynamic
absolute optimum

Aero-structural
Nash equilibrium solution
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Descent direction common to n
disciplines (3)
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Nash games

Theorem :

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Let H be a Hilbert space of finite or infinite dimension N. Let Ji (Y )
(1 ≤ i ≤ n ≤ N) be n smooth functions of the vector Y ∈ H , and Y 0
a particular admissible design-point, at which the gradient-vectors
are denoted ui0 = ∇Ji (Y 0 ), and

(

U=

n

w ∈H /w =

∑

i =1

n

αi ui0 ;

αi > 0 (∀i ) ;

∑ αi = 1

)
(14)

i =1

Let ω be the minimal-norm element of the convex hull U , closure of
U . Then :
1 either ω = 0, and the criteria Ji (Y ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are
Pareto-stationary at Y = Y 0 ;
2 or ω 6= 0 and −ω is a descent direction common to all the
criteria; additionally, if ω ∈ U , the directional derivatives
{(ui0 , ω)} (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are all equal.
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The two-discipline case
revisited
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A challenging exercise
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An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Let:


u = u1 = ∇J1 Y 0 , v = u2 = ∇J2 Y 0 , α1 = α, α2 = 1 − α.
Then :

α∗ =

v .(v − u )
2

=

kv k2 − v .u

ku k + kv k2 − 2u .v


min ku k , kv k


0 < α∗ < 1 ⇐⇒ ([
u , v ) > cos−1
max ku k , kv k
ku − v k

2
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“Cooperative-Optimization” :
Multiple-Gradient Descent
Algorithm (MGDA)
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Nash games
A challenging exercise

From a non-stationary design-point Y 0 , construct a
sequence {Y i } (i = 0, 1, 2...):

Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Compute for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) :
ui0 = ∇Ji0
and apply the theorem to define ω0 . If ω0 6= 0, consider:
ji (t ) = Ji (Y 0 − t ω0 )

(1 ≤ i ≤ n)

and identify h0 > 0, the largest real number for which these
functions of t are strictly-monotone decreasing over [0, h0 ]. Let:
Y 1 = Y 0 − h0 ω0
so that:
Ji Y 1 < Ji Y 0





and so on.
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Multiple-Gradient Descent
Algorithm (MGDA)
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Illustration of MGDA in a simple case (A. Zerninati)1

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting

(

J1 (x , y ) = 4x 2 + y 2 + xy

minimum in (0, 0)

An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

2

2

J2 (x , y ) = (x − 1) + 3(y − 1)

minimum in (1, 1)
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Illustration of MGDA in a simple
case2
Isovalue contours and Pareto-optimal solutions (via PSO)

Nash games
A challenging exercise
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An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion
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Illustration of MGDA in a simple
case3
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Convergence to a Pareto-optimal solution

Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy

Pareto
1.25;0.99

2

General conclusion

y
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x
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Introduction: the classical Pareto front approach and
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Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion
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Conclusion

IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
Engineering
Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise

Recommended strategy for multidisciplinary optimization

Design of Experiment
Select an appropriate set of initial designs

Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

For each initial design :
• Perform a “C OOPERATIVE - OPTIMIZATION ’ phase :
at each iteration, all criteria improve
• Stop, or enter a “C OMPETITIVE - OPTIMIZATION ” phase :
• perform an eigen-analysis of local systems,
• define an appropriate split of variables, and
• establish the corresponding Nash equilibrium between
disciplines by S MOOTH C ONTINUATION
1

Multi-criterion Aerodynamic Shape-Design Optimization and Inverse Problems Using Control Theory and Nash Games, Z.
Tang, J.-A. Désidéri and J. Périaux, Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications (JOTA), 135-1, 2007.

2

Split of Territories in Concurrent Optimization, J.-A. Désidéri, INRIA Research Report 6108, October 2007.
(http://hal.inria.fr/inria-00193944/fr/)

3

Multiple-Gradient Descent Algorithm (MGDA), J.-A. Désidéri, INRIA Research Report 6953, June 2009.
(http://hal.inria.fr/inria-00389811/fr/)

4

Cooperation and competition in multidisciplinary optimization - application to the aero-structural aircraft wing shape
optimization, J.-A. Désidéri, Journal of Computational Optimization and Applications, in press.
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IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
Engineering
Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games

An example of application in
fluid dynamics
Multiobjective optimization in hydrodynamic stability
control

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Channel flow (incompressible Navier-Stokes equations)
F. Strauss, JAD, R. Duvigneau, V. Heuveline (KIT+INRIA)
INRIA Research Report 6608, July 2008

http://hal.inria.fr/docs/00/30/96/93/PDF/RR-6608.pdf

Control : obstacle shape
Principal criterion : Drag force subject to volume control
Secondary criterion : −ℜ(λ) to improve flow stability
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IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
Engineering
Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games

Perspectives : on-going
technological applications 1
Examples of Multi-Criterion Optimization Problems
coupling Fluid Mechanics with another discipline

A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Aerodynamic and structural aircraft wingshape
optimization
Research conducted at ONERA/DAAP
(I. Ghazlane, G. Carrier, JAD)
Principal criterion : CD subject to CL criterion
(RANS-model; coupled aero-structural adjoint method)
Secondary criteria : mechanical stress, stiffness and mass
(1. Beam model; 2. F.E. model)
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Perspectives : on-going
technological applications 2

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise

Automobile engine internal flow optimization

Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Under French ANR grant (A. Zerbinati, R. Duvigneau, JAD)
Duct in cooling system :

Principal criterion : Exit velocity-profile homogenization
Secondary criterion : Pressure loss minimization
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IX. Multi-Objective
Optimization, Concurrent
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Perspectives : on-going
technological applications 3

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

SSBJ wingshape optimization
Research conducted at ONERA/DAAP (A. Minelli, G. Carrier, JAD)
Principal criterion : CD subject to CL criterion
(Euler or RANS-model; coupled aero-structural adjoint method)
Secondary criteria : bang signature
goal-oriented mesh; mid-distance pressure as an input to acoustics
model
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Sonic Boom Problem

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion
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Perspectives : on-going
technological applications 4

Introduction: the classical Pareto
front approach and alternatives
Nash games
A challenging exercise
Hierarchical territory splitting
An n-discipline optimization strategy
General conclusion

Helicopter blade optimization
Research conducted at ONERA/DAAP (E. Roca, A. Le Pape, JAD)
Stationary case versus Unsteady-flow multipoint optimization
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Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation
and Application at QinetiQ
Steven R.H. Dean
Flight Physics
QinetiQ
Farnborough, GU14 0LX, UK
sdean1@qinetiq.com

Abstract
Air vehicle design optimisation has been performed at QinetiQ since the
1980's utilizing a number of optimisation techniques covering a range of
levels of design fidelity. These include the RETIVO (Requirements
Exploration, Technology Impact and Value Optimisation) market analysis
capability through to detailed aerodynamic design with CODAS
(Constrained Optimisation Design of Aerodynamic Shapes). Additionally
the MDCAD (Multi-Disciplinary Concept Assessment and Design)
capability is used to provide a means of performing preliminary design
optimisation and sits between RETIVO and CODAS.
Within the UK Next Generation Composite Wing (NGCW) R&T
programme as part of the Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation of Wing
(MDOW) work-package, the QinetiQ MDCAD capability has been
enhanced by integrating a cost module and through refining the problem
formulation. In addition it has been demonstrated that MDCAD can be
adapted to run as a detailed aerodynamic design tool, effectively mimicking
CODAS. This approach was applied to the Conventional Single Aisle
(CSA) configuration, which is representative of an A320-like aircraft built
from open-source data, in order to generate realistic aerodynamic
performance through modifications to the camber and thickness
distributions of the wing. A full multi-disciplinary optimisation study has
subsequently been performed for the CSA aircraft for a predefined mission
with the goal to minimize the Direct Operating Cost (DOC) of the aircraft.
This has been achieved with a reduction in DOC of around $400 per trip
due to a saving in fuel costs resulting from a change in the wing planform.
The lessons that have been learnt and the experience gained in building the
MDCAD framework has enabled QinetiQ to support Airbus in their own
development of a multi-disciplinary framework for preliminary design
called MDOW Layer 3 (MDOWL3). The MDOWL3 framework has been
integrated with a Future Projects Office (FPO) tool (Layer 2) to create a
design capability that spans the conceptual and preliminary design spaces.

QINETIQ/11/00479

Multidisciplinary design
optimisation and application at
QinetiQ
Steven Dean
A presentation to:
Multi-Disciplinary / Multi-Objective Optimisation Workshop,
DLR Braunschweig, Germany
23rd February 2011
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Background
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Traditional aircraft design process
Traditional aircraft design process viewed as series of phases:
• Level 1: Market Analysis
• Level 2: Conceptual Design
• Level 3: Preliminary Design
• Level 4: Detailed Domain Design
• Level 5: Design for Manufacturing

Within each phase different levels of modelling fidelity are used to analyse the
design space
For each phase there exists a trade off between process run times and accuracy
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Air Vehicle Design Optimisation at QinetiQ
QinetiQ have been performing air vehicle design optimisation since the 1980s at
these different levels and across multiple disciplines
• civil/military air vehicle design
• conceptual/detailed design
• single/multidisciplinary analysis
Core capabilities include:
• Level 1: Requirements Exploration, Technology Impact and Value Optimisation
• Level 2: Conceptual Design Optimisation
• Level 3: Multi-Disciplinary Conceptual Assessment and Design
• Level 4: Constrained Optimisation Design of Aerodynamic Shapes

Combination of capabilities can be used to perform an analysis of concepts and/or
impact of technologies
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CAD

Aero 1 CFD 1 Mass 1 FEA 1
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……

Higher Fidelity

Broad & Shallow Studies – Design Space Exploration, Technology/Systems BOI,
Requirements Exploration





Wider Design Space
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CAD
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/System Trades,
Detailed Design
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2
NGCW - MDOW
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Foundation for NGCW
Current A320 (Single Aisle) family is an outstanding success
• By August 2007 393 had been ordered in year - 20years after EIS
• Expecting to increase production rate towards 40/month
Airline and regulatory requirements (post 2015) for reduced fuel burn, cost, environmental
impact, and maintenance will not be met by current fleet
Huge market need identified by EU/US Airframe/Engine Manufacturers and UK/US/EU
Governments for New Short Range (NSR)
• 15000 new aircraft by 2020, worth $1000bn
Targets for NSR drive a clear need for composites,
• Together with advanced manufacturing, assembly and equipping to meet production
requirements. As a result, manufacturability of the aircraft of almost greater importance
than performance
Next Generation Composite Wing (NGCW) R&T programme
• Develops the necessary technologies and capabilities throughout the supply chain in the
UK
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NGCW Partnership
Partners include:
• Airbus, QinetiQ, ARA, Atkins, Bombardier, Messier Dowty, Hexcel, Smiths Aerostructures &
Equipment, Hyde, KuKa, Spirit, Goodrich, GKN, ACG, AMEC, Eaton, Delmia, EADS
Innovation Works

Other participants include:
• Universities
− Direct and Existing relationships
− EPSRC ‘complementary programme

• Associates
− Self funded, and contributing capability/technology
− Opportunity to apply technology in another sector, shaping or share future requirements

• Subcontractors

Start: 2007 End: 2011
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Next Generation Composite Wing
Objective
To ensure that mature technologies are available to enable the design, development, validation, manufacture, equipping
and testing of lightweight, aerodynamically efficient and low cost to produce wings which are optimised with the overall
aircraft ensuring minimum environmental impact.

Multi-Disciplinary
Optimised Wing
The development of technologies
necessary for design,
development and validation:• WP1 - Integrate
• WP2 - Create
• WP3 - Develop
• WP4 - Produce

High Volume
Low Cost Wing
The development of technologies
necessary for wing manufacture
and assembly:-

• WP1 - Component Manufacture
Processes
• WP2 - Assembly Processes
• WP3 - Manufacturing System
Development
•
WP4
QinetiQ and Airbus MDO- Wing Concept Integration &
Demonstration
Development Activities
• WP5 – Landing Gear development

Integrated Equipped
Wing
The development of technologies
necessary for wing systems
installation, equipping and test:• WP1 - Systems Integration &
Installation
• WP2 - Systems Demonstrators
• WP3 - Installation / Test
Equipment & Processes
• WP4 - Aircraft Integration

within MDOW
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3
MDCAD
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MDCAD MDO Framework
MDCAD is the QinetiQ framework for multi-disciplinary analysis, design and optimisation of
aircraft concepts
•

Focus within NGCW-MDOW is design of wing, but in context of whole aircraft

Framework can be reconfigured for different air-vehicle types
•

Within NGCW-MDOW MDCAD capability matured for civil aircraft configurations

MDCAD supports early conceptual design through to detailed design
•

Design decisions driven by direct numerical optimisation

Design problem can be posed in terms of whole aircraft/mission performance drivers eg
DOC, Range, MTOW
MDCAD uses multi-level, mixed-fidelity performance modelling
•

Medium/high fidelity (3D CAD, CFD aerodynamics, FEA structures/weight)

•

Low/medium fidelity mission modelling and aircraft performance accounting

MDCAD has been used as a “test-bed” within NGCW-MDOW in advance of developing
Airbus’s own MDO capability (MDOWL3)
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Mission Level Optimisation
Datum Aircraft

Aircraft
Weight
Budget

Central Database

Leading Edge Position

Second Crank Location

Outboard Sweep

Engine,
Systems,
Components

Tip Chord

First Crank Location

Midboard Sweep

Second Crank Chord

L/S
Aero Empirical

First Crank Chord

Centreline or Root Chord

Inboard Sweep

Semi-span

Aerodynamic
Surfaces (CATIA)

H/S
Aero
Budget

Primary Wing Structure/Fuel

Loads

FEA – Structural
Sizing For Loads

Structural
Weight

CFD – Design &
Critical Load Cases
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Conventional Single Aisle use case
Conventional Single Aisle (CSA) use case created and setup within MDCAD
An “A320 like” use case, based on open source data
Datum aircraft CAD created
•

Aerofoil profiles/wing shape based upon experience

•

Wing thickness checked for sensible fuel volume

Wing structures/materials informed from public data
•

Datum wing-box structural optimisation for minimum weight

•

Datum aircraft weights calibrated

Optimisation Runs:
1) To achieve realistic aerodynamic performance
2) To minimise Direct Operating Cost (DOC)
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Aerodynamic optimisation
Datum wing shape optimised
• Planform fixed, hence datum design aims to emulate
realistic aerodynamic performance
• Subsequent MDO designs can then allow planform to
vary and relate back to datum aircraft performance

Design variables:
• Fixed planform
• 11 aerodynamic wing shape variables
• Aircraft incidence

Objective:
• Maximise range (effectively L/D)

Constraints:
• Lift/weight equality for cruise
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Datum wing design optimisation convergence

Design CL
achieved

L/D improved
for design CL
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Direct Operating Cost optimisation
Current CSA MDO application is investigating direct
design optimisation for cost
• Previously MTOW has been used as multi-disciplinary
‘cost’ function

MDO framework simultaneously designs
aerodynamics, loads, structures etc. but specific
targets for drag and weight will not be used
Design objective is Direct Operating Cost reduction
Hence aerodynamic efficiency, fuel burn, aircraft
weight, maintenance and airport/navigation fees are
all traded-off
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Cost analysis for CSA use case
Level 2 Direct Operating Cost model added to
MDCAD
Fuel Used
MTOW
Range
Payload

Direct Operating Cost
Cash Costs
Block Fuel
Crew
Landing Fees
Navigation
Ground handling
Maintenance

MWE

Financial Costs
Depreciation
Interest
Insurance
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Validation runs
Optimisation process run for a number of shakedown tests
to evaluate robustness of new components, in particular;
•

CSA geometry for planform variations

•

DOC tool

Weight
Estimation

Process also run to finalise the problem formulation
Previous runs of MDCAD have used constraints on;
•

Lift to Weight ratio

•

Range

Fuel for
given range
calculated

CL defined

When using DOC as the objective it was imperative to
compare aircraft with equal performance as it was very
sensitive to range
•

Range constraint re-implemented as Mission Range target

•

Additional CFD solutions run to generate lift-curve slope

•

Iterative weight process introduced to satisfy Mission requirements

CD
estimated
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Problem Formulation
20 design variables

Mission Details

• 8 Planform

• Range

= 3045nm

• 6 Camber

• Payload

= 14000kg

• 5 Thickness & Twist

Leading Edge Position

• Alpha

Objective function
• Minimise DOC ($/trip)

Outboard Sweep

Tip Chord

• Mission CL within tolerance of CFD polar

Midboard Sweep

Second Crank Chord

• Ramp Weight < Maximum

First Crank Chord

• Mission Fuel Volume < Maximum

Centreline or Root Chord

Constraints

Inboard Sweep

First Crank Location
Second Crank Location
Semi-span
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DOC Optimisation History
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DOC Optimisation History with CL constraint
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Changes in L/D mirrored
in Mission Fuel

Lift and Weight History
Mission C
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Planform variation
20
Variation of DOC ($/trip) with NFE
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Weight to Costs History
Mission Fuel

Fuel Costs
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4
Airbus Development
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MDOW Framework Integration
• QinetiQ experience in integrating complex MDO processes
has enabled QinetiQ to support Airbus within MDOW project
• Initially, QinetiQ supported development of Airbus Future
Projects Office (FPO) ModelCenter Layer 2 capability
• Additional support in integration of higher fidelity (Layer 3)
domain tools with Layer 2

Geom
Aero

Cost
DataModel

Mass

Perform

• Work also underway to link Layer 3 to Layer 1

• Integration across domains but also with AeroCity Data
Management

Layer 2

• Multi-disciplinary analysis cycles, from Aircraft Definition
through 3D physics based simulation through to Cost
assessment, have been achieved
• Layer 3 process has been successfully demonstrated with
promising comparisons drawn with FPO data
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MDOW Layer 2 Capability – General Overview

Geom
Aero

Cost
DataModel

Mass

Perform
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MDOW Layer 3 Capability – General Overview

CAD

Aero

Layer 2 tools available
for use within Layer 3

Geom
Aero
Loads

Struct

Higher fidelity domain
level tools integrated
within Layer3

Cost
DataModel

Mass

Fuel

Cost
Perform

Mass

Data Model
extended for additional
(higher fidelity) data
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MDOWL3 Framework View
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5
Summary
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Summary
• Within NGCW-MDOW, numerous enhancements have been made to MDCAD
and capability matured
• MDO capability run in Aerodynamic analysis only to optimise CSA wing
geometry
• DOC tool integrated and optimisation study demonstrated
• For study performed, reduction in fuel burn key driver to reducing DOC

• Lessons learnt within QinetiQ MDCAD development has been exploited within
Airbus MDOWL3 development
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www.QinetiQ.com
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